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Abstract
The decades following the fall of the Soviet Union have seen drastic changes in society
and culture within Europe. The desire to create a unified, pan-European historical
narrative has been challenged by the expansion of the European Union. Previous
Western European discourse of history has been confronted by the alternative
perspectives of many former Soviet countries, such as Poland, Hungary, and the Baltic
states. One of the greatest challenges to a new, inclusive pan-European narrative has
been the perceived exclusion of Holocaust recognition in these former Soviet-bloc
countries – a topic made more volatile considering the vast majority of the violence of
the Holocaust took place in Central and Eastern Europe. Recent governmental decisions
regarding the recognition of the Holocaust in Eastern Europe have been extremely
disconcerting to Holocaust scholars and survivors, as well as the broad Western
European community. But Eastern Europe insists that they are not neglecting Holocaust
narratives in their respective countries; instead, they claim the lack of Western
recognition of their suffering under Soviet rule has forced them to compensate by
focusing their attention on an exploration of Soviet oppression. Eastern European
scholars maintain that the best way forward is to embrace a pluralist narrative that
recognizes both the victims of the Holocaust and the Soviet project. This thesis analyses
the adoption of memory pluralism in two places of cultural memory of one Eastern
European city – Riga, Latvia.
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Introduction
One of the greatest perceived challenges to a unified, pan-European historical narrative
of World War II and the Holocaust came after the fall of the Soviet Union and the
application of former Soviet-bloc countries to the European Union. The decades of
Soviet governance were repressive not just physically but also mnemonically as the
Soviet authorities demanded an adherence to their government-approved Soviet
narrative.1 This narrative attempted to bind all citizens of the Soviet Union to a single,
class-focused understanding of history and reality. And yet, no two places of cultural
memory are approached the same – each has its own unique history of who created it
and for what purpose. Traumatic events experienced by Central and Eastern Europeans
before, during, and after World War II differ depending on various factors such as
country, race, ethnicity, and family dynamic; these differences were neglected during
the Soviet period due to the suppression of narratives by the continuous and overarching
threat of government violence for decades until 1989/1991.
Independence allowed for the exploration of local historical narratives in Eastern
Europe in a way that had never been available before. It also created new memory
conflicts between East and West, as well as on a local scale in the East between different
ethnic and cultural groups. The desire of newly independent countries for legitimization
through memory and to move away from narratives dictated by those in power means
that post-Soviet countries who joined the European Union continue to challenge
Western European Holocaust narratives. This evolution has, “undermined a historical
consensus that used to exist within and among the Western European countries with
regard to World War II and post-war experiences.”2 While the desire to break from
previous Soviet national narratives is not troubling in and of itself, the result in many
cases was new national memory cultures meant to validate victimhood under Soviet
rule while simultaneously keeping hidden or denying responsibility for the Holocaust.3
The issue is, most importantly, a European problem; Europe was the primary
location of the Holocaust, the scene of two major fronts during World War II, and

Mälksoo, Maria. “The Memory Politics of Becoming European: The East European Subalterns and the
Collective Memory of Europe.” European Journal of International Relations 15, no. 4 (2009), 658.
2 Torbakov, Igor. “History, Memory and National Identity: Understanding the Politics of History and
Memory Wars in Post-Soviet Lands.” Demokratizatsiya 19, no. 3 (Summer 2011): 209–32.
3 Droit, Emmanuel. “Le Goulag Contre La Shoah.” Translated by JPD Systems. Vingtième Siècle. Revue
d’historie 94, no. 2 (2007), 8.
1
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continues to constitute a major section of memorialization today. Though there are
various different arguments as to uniqueness, most social memory of World War II and
the Holocaust in Western Europe is more trans-national in nature. This is not so in many
cases within Central and Eastern Europe. At times, the GULAG vs Holocaust argument
(in some cases known as the “double genocide” argument) has brought about troubling
action that threatens the democratic values that Europe is attempting to fight for.4
Despite this, there has been increasing recognition of Holocaust narratives within
many Eastern European countries in the EU – particularly in Latvia – though often from
external pressure. It is the Latvian case that we shall explore more thoroughly in this
thesis. Unfortunately, the vast majority of studies made in Western Europe about the
broader cultural memorialization of the Holocaust in Latvia on a local scale are almost
a decade out of date. Too, they often focus on a comparison between spaces of cultural
memory between different countries rather than attempting to find the different
varieties in a single locality. Within Latvia there are dozens of different examples of
WWII cultural memory within relatively small areas. All scholars who have studied
Latvian cultural memory sites have mentioned the plurality that exists there but are
undecided as to the true nature of this plurality. Do these sites diminish the Holocaust,
or do they give it due attention? The answer to this depends on what you are trying to
compare it with, as these scholars show. Instead of trying to find this answer by
comparing on a trans-national level, we should first try to narrow our focus to the
national level so that we have a base understanding of the state of cultural Holocaust
memory. In this thesis, I will compare the two ethnic Latvian museums that deal with
World War II and the Post-war period in Latvia and the differences in how they
approach memory pluralism.

4

A recent example of this would be the 1 February 2018 amendment to the 1998 Act on the Institute of
National Remembrance – Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation,
commonly referred to as the Polish Anti-Defamation Law, that sparked heavy international
condemnation of the Polish government for threatening up to three years imprisonment for implicating
that, “the Polish Nation or the Republic of Poland is responsible or co-responsible for Nazi crimes
committed by the Third Reich…” Sejm walny, o zmianie ustawy o Instytucie Pamięci Narodowej –
Komisji Ścigania Zbrodni
przeciwko Narodowi Polskiemu, ustawy o grobach i cmentarzach wojennych,
ustawy o muzeach oraz ustawy o odpowiedzialności podmiotów zbiorowych za
czyny zabronione pod groźbą kary, Translated by, Foreign Ministry of Israel, Jerusalem: Times of Israel,
2018. https://www.timesofisrael.com/full-text-of-polands-controversial-holocaust-legislation/
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Research Problems and Aim
The East-West European Holocaust and World War II memory conflict has been a
continuous point of contention between European countries. It has been over a decade
since the acceptance of post-Soviet countries into the European Union, and yet
mnemonic conflicts persist. Work done by memory scholars and historians in the past
few decades have posited the hypothesis that an adoption of memory pluralism by
European countries would help to ease this debate and allow for the expansion of a panEuropean narrative as well as a strengthening of the European project overall.5 Eastern
European scholars in particular point out that the primary aim of Eastern Europe is to
create a more pluralized memory surrounding World War II and the Holocaust.6
Pluralization, they argue, would lend itself to the creation a unified, pan-European
narrative because it would include alternative European perspectives on the memory of
World War II and the Holocaust that have not necessarily been acknowledged by
Western Europeans thus far. This inclusion is, according to some scholars, fundamental
to the creation of a trans-national European memory.
In this thesis I will explore the implementation of memory pluralism within
museums of World War II and the Post-war period in Riga, Latvia. In particular, I will
analyse the presentation of different narratives in the Museum of the Occupation of
Latvia against the approach of the Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum, and whether or not
there is evidence of Holocaust denial or diminishment; specifically I will try and
uncover whether memory plurality is used to highlight Latvian suffering in such a way
that diminishes the Holocaust by creating a “double genocide” argument. My aim is to
give a thorough overview of the content of these two museums and the differences in
how they have approached memory pluralism. In other words, I hope to compare how
two museums approach the presentation of seemingly conflicting memories
surrounding World War II and the Holocaust in Latvia, and to give a broader
understanding to the state of Holocaust and Soviet memory there.

Kattago, “Agreeing to Disagree.”; Mälksoo, “Becoming European.”; Bērziņš, “Holocaust
Historiography in Latvia.”; etc.
6 Mälksoo, “Becoming European,” 656.
5
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Outline
I will begin this thesis with an overview of the previous research pertaining to cultural
memory within Central and Eastern Europe, particularly as it relates to memory
pluralism. From there I will explore the different arguments made by various scholars
about memory culture and museums within Latvia. I will outline three different
conclusions that scholars have come to about the content of memory pluralism and
narrative use within one of the two mnemonic cultural spaces I will analyse in this
thesis.
The next chapter will outline the foundations of memory studies and go on to
discuss the theory of multidirectional memory, posited by Michael Rothberg. It is this
theory which I will use to help determine what kind of memory pluralism is being
applied within museums of WWII and the Post-war period in Latvia. I will try to
determine whether or not narratives are being used to explore the complexity of the
period, or if these narrative explorations have led to a diminishment of the suffering of
Jews during the Holocaust. In this section I will also include the methodology by which
I plan to analyse and compare the different museums and their content.
From there, I will begin my analysis of the two museums, beginning with the
Museum of the Occupation of Latvia. As this museum has been the subject of some
research in the past, I will try to engage in a discussion of the findings of previous
researchers. The second museum, the Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum, will be analysed
next using an asymmetric comparative approach. I will explore the differences in how
multiple narratives and individual stories are used to portray the WWII and Post-war
Latvian period. A conclusion of my findings will follow.

Research Overview
The understanding, unconsciously, that memory can affect the context of the world
around someone is even very important in places which are trying to become
democratized after a period of cultural trauma. As prominent memory scholar Alieda
Assmann argues,
…the historical truth about the political crimes of the past…is today considered to have
great ethical and transformative power. Memory has become a central issue in our
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discussion about transition…and it is the medium of a new shared narrative of the past
that integrates formerly divided perspectives.7

In the case of former Soviet-bloc countries, the transition point of 1989/1991 was
incredibly important in the evolution of memory narratives of the 20th century and
subsequent mnemonic conflict that had been totally neglected when Soviet discourse
ruled more or less absolutely. Some prominent memory culture theorists stand out in
their work on this subject in particular, notably Michael Bernhard and Jan Kubik.
Bernhard and Kubik’s theoretical study of the political aspect of memory and
commemoration in post-Soviet countries twenty years after the destruction of the Soviet
Union helps to provide excellent background to the political aspect of cultural memory
in these countries on the topic of Soviet victimization. Though this work focuses
primarily on how different Eastern European countries remember their Soviet versus
post-Soviet experiences, it can be used to gain an excellent context into just how
complex and varied these memories can be and how they have shifted throughout space
and time. Along the same argument as other memory scholars, their theory proposes
that Eastern European countries use history to help create and build a collective identity
as a means of justifying their independent state and power.8 Kubik and Bernhard
explain that they often doing so by creating a specific narrative that focuses on both
remembrance and forgetfulness.9 Importantly, they outline a theoretical framework to
help analyse different case studies of memory through political science as applied to
memory, differentiating between different kinds of independent political actors who
influence what kinds of memories are being acknowledged, forgotten, as well as how
and why. This will be explained below.
Three things are important to note, however. Firstly, Kubik and Bernhard appear
to reject, in a sense, the traditional understanding of collective memory theory posited
by Maurice Halbwachs in that historical narratives are driven by groups just as much
as by individuals within that group because individuals cannot form memories without
group contexts; instead they argue that, “individuals alone are the carriers of historical
memory, [and] shared historical beliefs are the products of complex social, cultural,

Assman, Alieda and Shortt, Linda, “Memory and Political Change: Introduction,” in Memory
and Political Change (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 1.
8 Kubik, Jan, and Michael Bernhard, “A Theory of the Politics of Memory,” In Twenty Years After
Communism, edited by Jan Kubic and Michael Bernhard, 7–34, (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2014),
8-9.
9 Kubik, and Bernhard, “A Theory of the Politics of Memory,” 8-9.
7
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and political mechanisms.”10 Secondly, their acknowledgement of the importance of
analysing every country on its own as each have different mnemonic backgrounds is
not reflected in its chapter discussing that of the Baltic states region as this chapter is
an analysis between all three Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) as opposed
to a single state. This is important only in that this thesis focuses specifically on a single
Baltic country.11 Finally, their definition of one type of mnemonic actor – mnemonic
pluralist – is particularly critical to this thesis, though their distinction of four different
types of mnemonic actors is critical to the understanding of mnemonic conflict between
Nazi and Soviet victimhood narratives and discourses as a whole.
The first actor they discuss is that of a mnemonic warrior – an actor who believes
only in one “true” version of history and how it should be recognized or remembered,
and anyone who attempts to argue with them are perpetrating historical falsehoods. As
Kubik and Bernhard explain, “[w]arriors tend to espouse a single, unidirectional,
mythologized vision of time…[and also] tend to be…proselytizers.”12 The definition of
mnemonic warrior could espouse multiple different mnemonic actors throughout the
GULAG versus Holocaust memory conflict. The second is that of mnemonic pluralist
– these actors believe in the allowance of multiple perspectives or narratives of the past
even if they may sometimes conflict with one another. As Kubik and Bernhard point
out, “most important…pluralists believe that…others are entitled to their own visions
[of the past],” and are ready and willing to engage in constructive discussion with the
end goal to create an environmental framework that would allow for the inclusion of
the narratives of others.13 As noted previously, this type of actor is possibly the most
important to this thesis because mnemonic pluralism is what many scholars –
particularly in Eastern Europe – claim must be adopted in the case of the double
genocide argument. The third actor is that of mnemonic abnegators, who are those who
strategically avoid any kind of discussion of memory, divergent narratives of memory,
or memory politics. The final type of actor is that of the mnemonic prospective, who

Kubik, and Bernhard, “A Theory of the Politics of Memory,” 10.
The three Baltic states are very often grouped together, but they are each very distinct. Lithuania, for
example, has historically strong ties (and conflicts) with neighboring Poland, while Estonia has a very
close relationship with Finland. Latvia, on the other hand, has a distinctly large Russian minority
population. Each country has different cultures, as well as different religious traditions.
12 Kubik, Jan and Michael Bernhard, “A Theory of the Politics of Memory,” 13. A well-known Western
example of a mnemonic warrior could be Donald Trump.
13 Ibid., 13.
10
11
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“believe that they have solved the riddle of history and thus have the key to a better
future.”14 The understanding of different types of mnemonic actors helps to bring
context to the argument that appears to plague Holocaust memory work in Eastern
Europe in particular.
Eastern Europe is chock full of mnemonic actors focused specifically on World
War II and the Post-war period with different ideas based on their country of
background, political opinions, and knowledge level. Too, there are huge numbers of
lieux des mémoire15 dedicated to preserving and exploring cultural memory, often
created to memorialize World War II atrocities. This is not only because Eastern Europe
was the physical space of a long, bloody battle front as well as the place where the
genocide of European Jews occurred, but also because the violence was so extensive
and affected so many people. Because of this, it led to the formation of varying different
accounts and narratives that may arguably be conflicting. Post-Soviet Eastern European
cultural memory (and in particular the memory conflicts arising from the plurality of
memory discourses and narratives within the Post-Soviet sphere) is, at the moment,
possibly one of the most politically and scholarly relevant topics within European and
Holocaust memory studies.
This is not to say that a comparison of these two totalitarian regimes would not be
helpful to scholarship in opening up new avenues of research and understanding.
Scholars such as Michael Geyer, Sheila Fitzpatrick, and Anton Weiss-Wendt discuss
the problems and benefits of using a comparative approach to tackle these complicated
histories. They explain that, because of the overarching similarities in the two regimes
– that both have similar “techniques of rule” – as well as, “shar[ing] a common enmity
to bourgeois society and governance and to democracy.”16 However, once one looks
closer to the two regimes it is difficult to match them together. This creates an
interesting need for comparison to understand the differences between the two, but also

14 Kubik, Jan and Michael Bernhard, “A Theory of the Politics of Memory,” 14. Many extremist political

figures during the 20th century tend to lean towards this category of mnemonic prospective, such as
Vladimir Lenin and Adolf Hitler.
15 Places of memory – a term coined by French scholar Pierre Nora, which will be examined further in
the theory section.
16 Geyer, Michael and Sheila Fitzpatrick, Beyond Totalitarianism: Stalinism and Nazism Compared
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 21.
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makes comparison quite difficult because of the need to avoid what Weiss-Wendt calls
parallelism.17
There are a number of scholars who focus specifically on the issue of the Holocaust
vs GULAG, or double genocide argument. Unfortunately, a large portion of these
scholars have written pieces almost a decade ago. Scholars such as Siobhan Kattago
and Maria Mälksoo have written primarily on the subject of narratives of the conflict,
which play a distinct role. As discussed above, each memory narrative is directly tied
to national or transnational identities as well as ideas of collective suffering or trauma.
It is very important to note that when I discuss narratives, I do not necessarily mean
scholarly narratives alone – I also mean popular narratives that encompass the ideas of
the general public and mnemonic actors who may or may not have thorough or expert
level knowledge of World War II history and the Holocaust, let alone a knowledge of
the Soviet Union and its practices.
Kattago argues that there are three distinct memory narratives surrounding the
Holocaust: The Western narrative, the Eastern narrative, and the Russian narrative.18
This is oversimplified in my opinion because we can see different memory structures
in play within the categories of “the West” and “the East”. For example, this would
naturally include Germany as having a Western perspective, when, as Maria Mälksoo
argues, Germany has a very unique position as perpetrator.19 Mälksoo puts forth that
there are four broad, general narratives: Western, Eastern, German, and Russian. This
could be divided even further, perhaps, but these four categories are helpful in a general
sense.
As Mälksoo and Kattago explain, the first is that of Western Europe, excluding
Germany in the former case. In the broad Western European narrative of World War II,
Nazis epitomize evil and Jews epitomize suffering. 20 While scholarship has begun to
expand the horizons of mnemonic actors into recognizing more narratives that

Geyer, Michael and Sheila Fitzpatrick, Beyond Totalitarianism, 21; Weiss-Wendt, Anton, “The
Intertwined History of Political Violence in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany: The Case Study of
Helmut Weiss,” in Perspectives on the Entangled History of Communism and Nazism: A Comnaz
Analysis, ed. Klas-Göran Karlsson, Johan Stenfelt, and Ulf Zander (London: Lexington Books, 2015),
77.
18 Kattago, Siobhan, “Agreeing to Disagree on the Legacies of Recent History: Memory, Pluralism and
Europe after 1989,” European Journal of Social Theory 12:3, 381.
19 Mälksoo, “Becoming European,” 654.
20 To oversimplify, of course. The philosophical discussion of evil and what really is evil is, in and of
itself, extensive enough to be the focus of many different books and thesis and thus cannot be really
covered here.
17
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challenge this false dichotomy in Western European opinion, there are still many cases
where this dichotomy exists. The second is that of the official Soviet doctrine which
has now been adopted by countries such as Russia. This narrative declares that fascism
(as opposed to Nazis in particular) is the ultimate evil and that Russians (or Soviets) are
the true victims.21 The third is the Eastern European narrative, which declares that both
Nazis in particular and Communism as an implemented political idea are evil and place
much emphasis on communism; in this narrative, the regular citizen is the victim who
suffers, but the Holocaust – if recognized – exists in the periphery.22 Finally is the
distinct German narrative, which must be taken into consideration differently than
Western Europe considering they were the instigators of World War II and were the
main perpetrators of the Holocaust. This perspective focuses mainly on the duality of
perpetration and victimhood and finding a balance between the two.23
Mälksoo and Kattago also discuss Eastern European perspectives, particularly
frustration at the perceived disregard that the Western world shows towards their
victimhood or suffering, and how this may create more extreme narratives in
response;24 a relatively decent example of the apparent indifference the West shows to
Eastern victimhood narratives is the Western cultural stigma surrounding the purchase
of Soviet (or Communist) versus Nazi paraphernalia as discussed by Anne
Appelbaum.25 Hanging a portrait of Lenin in your house is not typically considered as
shocking or unacceptable as hanging up a picture of Goering or Hitler. For Eastern
Europeans, Mälksoo explains,
…the issue…is really not the ‘absolute’ or ‘relative weight’ of pain inflicted by Nazi
and Soviet regimes, but how the consequences of the pain – in terms of justice rendered

Kattago, “Agreeing to Disagree,” 381.
Ibid., 382.
23 Until recently the idea of German victimhood during World War II was an explosive topic in Western
societies considering the fact that Germany were the main perpetrators during WWII. Many people do
not want to discuss how regular Germans were also victims; one example that comes to mind is a 2009
British film called Bomber, where an old man is driven to a small town that he bombed in Germany
during WWII. He has been wracked with guilt and hopes to apologize to the citizens of the town. When
he arrives, however, he is told that his bomb landed on a barn and the only deaths were a couple of cows.
The idea that the old man has guilt for dropping bombs on innocent civilians during WWII is ridiculed,
and the fact that there were real victims in Germany is completely glossed over.
24 Mälksoo, “Becoming European,” 657, 661-663; Kattago, “Agreeing to Disagree,” 383-385; This is,
of course not acceptable (nor is it an excuse) when the horrors of the Holocaust are diminished or
downplayed in response to frustration that one’s own suffering is not being recognized
25 Kattago, “Agreeing to Disagree,” 383.
21
22
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but also justice attempted – are perceived in different parts of Europe. The wounds of
collective memory are arguably difficult to heal if they go publicly unnoticed.26

Mälksoo also critiques Western narratives for creating the illusion of working “for the
greater good” in what she calls the “good allies” narrative.27 She claims that this aspect
of the Western narrative is partially what drives the Eastern European perspective and
is what Eastern European narratives are reacting to; that the whole purpose of
challenging Western narratives is to create room for a range of different experiences
without rejection, with the end result being a more unified European narrative.28 This
has, according to Mälksoo and other scholars such as Kattago, Igor Torbakov, and
Emmanuel Droit, led to a misunderstanding of the intent of Eastern Europe in the West
regarding many people’s focus on their own suffering over that of Jews during the
Holocaust.29
This is not to say that these scholars completely ignore the very real problems
within Eastern European narratives. As many Western scholars who focus on the
Holocaust and/or Communism such as James Mark and Hava Dreifuss point out,
Holocaust narratives controlled by gentiles in Eastern European cultural memory
sometimes purposefully diminish the crimes of the Nazis and other non-German gentile
perpetrators during the Holocaust; in the case of Eastern Europe in particular, they
argue that this tactic is used to downplay the role locals who collaborated with Nazis in
Eastern Europe had in this genocide. This is a method by which to create a World War
II discourse that places their suffering in the same realm and context as that of Jews
during the same period (aka both Eastern Europeans and Jews suffered equally, or that
Eastern Europeans suffered more than Jews).30 As Torbakov notes, foundations of

Mälksoo, “Becoming European,” 660.
Ibid., 654.
28 Ibid., 656-657.
29 Mälksoo, “Becoming European,” 657; Droit, “The GULAG & Holocaust,” 7; Torbakov, Igor,
“History, Memory and National Identity: Understanding the Politics of History and Memory Wars in
Post-Soviet Lands,” Demokratizatsiya 19:3 (Summer 2011), 215.
30 See: Mark, James, “Containing Fascism: History in Post-Communist Baltic Occupation and Genocide
Museums,” in Past for the Eyes: East European Representations of Communism in Cinema and Museums
after 1989 (Budapest: Central European University, 2005), 2-3; Aderet, Ofer, “Warsaw’s Controversial
New Holocaust Museum to Present ‘Polish Narrative’,” Haaretz, 14 December 2018
(https://www.haaretz.com/world-news/europe/.premium-wild-card-at-poland-s-first-holocaustmuseum-the-polish-narrative-1.6745386) contains multiple quotes by Holocaust historian Hava Dreifuss
outlining her views on the matter of Eastern European memory conflicts. Speficially important to this
thesis is her opinions regarding the existence of the Ulma Family Museum in Markowa, Poland, in which
she says, “the museum at Markova is devoted to an important topic, Righteous Gentiles, but actually it
26
27
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national identity can strengthen with selective forgetting since, “it is easier to be proud
of an ‘unblemished’ past.”31
Droit, Torbakov, and others have also noted that it is absolutely true that in some
cases this is so – they show that there have been many instances where Eastern
European mnemonic actors have downplayed or ignored the history of the Holocaust
within their own country, particularly when discussing their own countrymen’s
involvement.32 But, they argue, this is a narrative of a handful of mnemonic warriors
and should not necessarily reflect upon the greater discourse of Holocaust memory as
a whole throughout Eastern Europe or the intent behind these narratives. Scholars such
as Marek Kucia, Kattago, Droit, Didzis Bērziņš, Mälksoo and others have convincingly
argued that, like with any conflict, to resolve it we must first consider Eastern European
perspectives when analysing the GULAG versus Holocaust debate; when we do, we
can clearly see how different cultural and mnemonic developments from all sides may
have contributed to or exacerbated the idea that there is a contest between victims of
Soviet abuse and victims of Nazism.
Kucia and Droit’s work is extensive in its outlining of some of the important things
to consider from the Eastern European perspective, as well as giving a history of the
development of Holocaust memory in Europe. Firstly, Kucia points out that Holocaust
memory narratives in post-Soviet countries did not have the same luxury of
development over time that Western discourse enjoyed. Study of the Holocaust and the
memory of the Holocaust in the West largely began in the 1960s and 1970s with the
very public trial of Adolf Eichmann in Israel in 1961. Since this time, Kucia says,
memory of the Holocaust in Western Europe has become a transnational cornerstone
of European identity narratives.33 Many Eastern European countries within the Soviet
Union, however, did not have the ability to explore narratives that were distinct from
the Soviet narrative. Instead of allowing for the development and exploration of World
War II experiences within different victim groups, all groups were lumped together by

burs the issue because it attributes to Polish society as a whole the help that was given by these noble
Poles…”
31 Torbakov, Igor, “History, Memory,” 210.
32 Torbakov, Igor, “History, Memory,” 215; Droit, Emmanuel, “Le Goulag contre la Shoah [The
GULAG and The Holocaust in Opposition],” trans. By JPD Systems, Vingtième Siècle. Revue d'historie
94:2 (2007), 8. The recent Polish law which threatened fines and prison for anyone who implicated Poles
in the Holocaust is an excellent example of this.
33 Kucia, “Europeanization of Holocaust,” 98.
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ideology (communism and socialism against everyone else) and class (proletariat
struggle against class-based systems); as I read it, the Soviet narrative is very much
indicative of a combination of mnemonic warrior and prospective dictating a region’s
collective memory, and thus its cultural memory.
Kucia then goes on to outline the history of how Holocaust memory came to be
adopted in Eastern European countries after the fall of the Soviet Union; the plethora
of previously suppressed Eastern European memory narratives suddenly came to the
fore.34 This was more prevalent in certain countries than others because of their desire
to enter the European Union. One of the entry requirements was the acceptance of the
Copenhagen Criterion, which among various rules dedicated to democratic governance
and human rights also says that European Union countries must recognise the
Holocaust.35 Kucia points out that many Eastern European countries were forced to
adopt Western European Holocaust narratives tied to EU law not only as conditions for
entry into the EU, but also because they had not yet developed their own.36
This apparently forced adoption was seen by many in Eastern Europe as an attempt
by the Western world to dictate memory narratives – something they had been subjected
to, sometimes violently, for decades.37 Further frustrating this, Kucia claims, is that,
…in no European Union document on the Holocaust has there been a reference to West
European perpetrators (other than Nazi Germany) or to West European accomplices.
Nor has there been an encouragement to West European nations (other than Germany)
to apologize for the crimes against Jews and to recognize responsibility for those
crimes.38

An EU resolution passed in 1995 calling for a return of stolen Jewish property,
however, “[welcomed] public apologies for involvement in the Holocaust and
recognition of responsibilities for it by certain (unnamed) countries of Eastern
Europe.”39 Kucia’s work here is misleading, however. Firstly, the way he has phrased
his sentence implies to the reader that the Eastern European countries in question have

Kucia, “Europeanization of Holocaust,” 99-100.
Kucia, “Europeanization of Holocaust,” 99; Droit, “The GULAG & Holocaust,” 4.
36 Ibid., 99-100.
37 Droit, 7; Bella Zisere also touches upon this negative reaction in her article “Memory of the Shoah in
Post-Soviet Latvia” European Judaism 38:2 (2005), 157.
38 Kucia, “Europeanization of Holocaust,” 109.
39 Ibid., 109.
34
35
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not yet apologized and that the EU is calling on them to do so.40 This is not the case.
The wording of the resolution itself makes it clear that it is acknowledging apologies
already made, whether at the direction of the EU or not is unspecified.41 What Kucia
also fails to mention is that this document also acknowledges that Communist
governments of the era deprived many people of differing ethnic groups in Eastern
Europe of their property as well.42 But Kucia is not the only memory scholar to tackle
perceived imbalance of recognition of suffering.
Droit discusses the existence of a hierarchy of suffering or victimization and the
asymmetry of mnemonic recognition of the Eastern European experience. 43 The
concept of a hierarchy of suffering is also mentioned by other scholars such as
Mälksoo.44 They explain that this phenomenon occurs when one believes that two
accounts of suffering – particularly on a mass scale – are measured against one another
in “comparative martyrology”.45 In this case, the distinct parties are European Jews
during the Holocaust and ethnic Eastern Europeans under the thumb of the Soviet
Union. Kucia points out that surviving Jewish populations also suffered alongside their
Gentile neighbours during the Soviet period, and so the Holocaust and the GULAG
both make up parts of the narratives of Jewish populations in post-Soviet lands which
further muddles the hierarchy of suffering issue. But even within the tiny surviving
Jewish populations, narratives can be divided because of the complex reality of
people’s differing backgrounds and experiences.
Droit also mentions one of the major problems in the Holocaust vs Soviet argument
in what he calls the “remembrance iron curtain”.46 This encompasses two main issues,
firstly the attempts by Eastern European narratives to compare suffering during the
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Holocaust to suffering under the Soviet Union.47 This is relating to the assertion of
some Eastern Europeans that they have suffered genocide under the Soviet Union just
as Jews suffered genocide under Nazi Germany. In the case of Latvia, this is a false
assertion – under the current legal definition of genocide under the UN Convention on
Genocide, the Soviet Union did not commit genocide against Latvians because they did
not intend to destroy, in whole or in part, the Latvian people.48 This does not mean we
should not explore the suffering of Eastern Europe under the Soviet Union. Scholars
like Kattago argue, however, that it is difficult to do so because ignoring discussion of
the Holocaust in exploration of World War II history, particularly in Eastern Europe, is
often considered an attempt to diminish the Holocaust’s importance or uniqueness.49
The truth is probably somewhere in the middle – Western narratives place great weight
on the Holocaust and devote little or no attention to experiences of Eastern Europeans
under the Soviet union in GULAGs.50 It is this acknowledgement of suffering that many
people in Eastern Europe are fighting for because of a perceived belief that Western
Europe is partially to blame for the Soviet rule in Eastern Europe because of the
capitulation at Yalta.51
Droit and Omer Bartov also explain that the opening of archival material and
people being allowed to share their World War II experiences in a public setting made
it difficult for many Eastern Europeans to deny their own involvement, or even their
material benefit, of the Holocaust.52 But, Droit argues, that while collaboration and
benefit from the murder of Jewish neighbours were real aspects of the Holocaust, it can
often be overexaggerated as either happening too much,53 or happening very little
depending on one’s perspective.54 Bartov, however, takes completely the opposite view
and claims that anyone who gained any benefit from the Holocaust cannot be
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considered a “passive bystander” as they themselves profited from genocide.55 As
authors such as Jan Gross publish works like his famous Neighbours, which confront
the reality of Eastern European involvement in the Holocaust on a local scale, many
people may become defensive of their own feelings of victimization in comparison.
This defensiveness lends itself to the creation of a hierarchy of suffering, according to
Droit and other scholars such as Mälksoo, though this does not mean that works such
as these should not be published at all.56 Rather, “…different narratives must be able to
co-exist peacefully and that West and East European remembrance imperatives must
not exclude each other.”57
Interestingly, Droit explains, the first group to implement the idea of a hierarchy
of suffering in this case is Western Germany during the 1980s.58 It is Kucia’s work that
focuses on an examination of the differences in how Western Europe treats the two
different cases. He explains that European recognition of Soviet crimes has also placed
the two on an equal footing by Western powers; for example, the 2005 “European
Parliament resolution on the 60th anniversary of the end of the Second World War on
May 8, 1945” was one of the first European resolutions to acknowledge the suffering
of victims of the Soviet Union. It gives both an acknowledgement of victims of the
Holocaust, but also, “the magnitude of the suffering, injustice and long-term social,
political and economic degradation endured by the captive nations located on the
eastern side of what was to become the Iron Curtain,” side by side.59 Scholars such as
Ljiljana Radonić argue that it was Central and Eastern European demands for
recognition of their suffering that forced the EU’s hand in this case,60 but giving
recognition does not mean that the two must be tied together. Subsequent European
Union acknowledgements do not separate the two, either. Or, according to scholars
such as Kucia, they could be interpreted as signs that suffering under the Soviet Union
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is not important to Western European memory narratives in comparison to the
Holocaust.61
Many authors, Kucia and Droit in particular, talk about the desire to express a sense
of patriotism or nationalism (which helped many Eastern Europeans in their struggle to
become independent, democratic states in the first place) and how this is a major part
of many country’s post-Soviet identities.62 As previously discussed, Torbakov has
explained the development of the idea of a nation and national identity is helped along
by politicising memory; this helps to justify the continued existence of the state as well
as creating a strong sense of national identity.63 In the case of post-Soviet countries,
this development is particularly important as memory is, “intimately linked…to
processes of democratization and struggles for human rights, to the expansion and
strengthening of the public spheres of civil society.”64 Pierre Nora also discusses how
memory has become an important aspect of the “decolonization” of former totalitarian
regimes.65 He calls it, “an ideological decolonization which has helped reunite these
liberated peoples with traditional, long-term memories confiscated, destroyed, or
manipulated by those regimes.”66 But, these scholars say, the idea of patriotism and
national pride has fallen out of favour after the rampant nationalism that led to World
War II in many Western European countries. While Eastern Europe was (and is) slowly
exploring their own unique national identities, narratives, and discourses, Western
Europe is de-nationalising their Holocaust memory narratives to create a transnational,
universalist memory instead.67
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Torbakov and Mälksoo explain that Eastern European national narratives can be,
and often are, interpreted as an attempt to reject the universalist narrative, and thus the
Western Holocaust memory narrative as a whole.68 For a group of countries who have
suffered from the violent assertion of militant nationalism as those of Western Europe,
this exploration on the part of Eastern European countries is understandably troubling.
Further increasing this worry are the obvious attempts by nationalist groups within
Central and Eastern Europe to purposefully diminish or deny the Holocaust.69 This is
often most obvious within places of cultural memory, such as museums and memorials,
even those depicting the Holocaust. Within Latvia, many attempts to justify the lack of
active local response to the Holocaust are actually borrowed from Nazi anti-Soviet
propaganda that targeted the Latvian public; this propaganda specifically created the
cultural idea that Latvians were victims of genocide by the Jewish-Bolshevist Soviet
occupation forces.70
Latvian scholar Didzis Bērziņš writes about a final important factor in the GULAG
vs Holocaust debate that many other scholars do not touch upon: the lack of information
flow between East and West.71 In the Latvian case, the Latvian government instituted
a Commission of the Historians of Latvia (CHL) in 1999 as a combination of pressure
from Western countries as well as the need to explore the memory and history of the
past decades of Soviet rule, “with special attention to be paid to the analysis of the
occupation [of the country] by two totalitarian powers – communist USSR and nationalsocialist Germany.”72 The results of this commission, whose work has slowed in areas
relating to the Holocaust with the belief that there is nothing left to research in Latvia,
have not been presented to the greater Latvian society, its academic community, or the
Holocaust research communities throughout the world.73 In reality, there exist many
scholarly publications on the Holocaust in Latvia, but many are written in Latvian and
thus not very accessible to outside scholars or researchers. This scholarly isolation,
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explains Bērziņš, means that “recent comprehensive work on the Holocaust [in Latvia]
was written over two decades ago.”74
Since 1991 there has been an increase in public memory discourse about the
Holocaust through the expansion of cultural memory and lieux de mémoire within PostSoviet states. One important scholar who focuses on analysing the differences in
Holocaust commemoration and cultural memory around the world is James Young.
Using the work of Pierre Nora, he argues that when we approach Eastern European
cultural memory of the Holocaust for analysis, we must take into consideration the
cultural and group context surrounding these memories.75 Memory culture developed
differently in both East and West. This idea is backed by other scholars, such as Omer
Bartov. Bartov points out that we cannot treat Eastern Europe the same way we do
Western Europe when it comes to Holocaust memory since Eastern Europe experienced
the Holocaust much differently than Western Europe and Western Europeans; instead
of watching one’s neighbours disappearing to be “resettled” in the East, Eastern
European civilians had a front-row view of – and sometimes participated in – the very
real and obvious violence of the Holocaust.76 Whereas Bartov argues that Eastern
European memory narratives obviously attempt to promote erasure of the complicity of
Eastern Europeans in the Holocaust,77 Young takes a more nuanced approach by
arguing that, “the problem is not that [Eastern Europeans] deliberately displace Jewish
memory of the Holocaust with their own, but that in a country bereft of Jews, the
memorials [dedicated to World War II and the Holocaust] can do little but cultivate
[existing] memory.”78
Regardless of whether or not one might find Young or Bartov’s argument more
compelling – Eastern European World War II memories in collective and cultural
memory as showing Holocaust erasure or not – the conflict between these ideas of how
Eastern Europe approaches World War II atrocity memory and victimhood
representation in their lieux de mémoire shows no signs of resolution at present. The
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fact that the argument has persisted for decades since the fall of the Berlin Wall goes to
show the veracity of such a disagreement among scholars of various backgrounds, from
sociologists to historians. On the other hand, the very existence of these kinds of
mnemonic debates could be an indication that progress towards some kind of resolution
is being made; as Alieda Assmann argues, “by working through past hatreds and
resentments, memory can contribute towards reconciliation and new forms of coexistence, opening up the possibility of a common future.”79
At the same time, our methodology in displaying atrocities or cultural trauma as
not only a means to share narratives and discourses, but also as a deterrent to stop
similar traumatic events from occurring in the future, is clearly not working.80 Despite
hundreds of different museums, memorials, days of commemoration, etc. all over the
world, recent polls have shown that the Holocaust is being forgotten by younger
generations; a 2018 CNN poll surveying over 7,000 Europeans from seven different
countries (Austria, Hungary, Poland, Germany, France, Sweden, and the UK) showed
that 34% of respondents knew little or nothing about the Holocaust. 81 A poll released
earlier in 2018 showed that 66% of American millennials did not recognize the name
Auschwitz, and 22% of respondents of the same poll claimed that they knew little or
nothing about the Holocaust.82 This is what has led to a particularly difficult problem
within multiple different, though oft related, disciplines: museology, memory studies,
sociology, psychology, holocaust studies, etc. How does one allow for the
representation of multiple different, seemingly conflicting narratives of traumatic
events without allowing for the conflict itself? Is there even a right or wrong way?
Similarly problematic is the distinct lack of focus on a specific Baltic country that
many scholars have taken in their work, mentioned previously. This, surprisingly, does
not appear to be a common theme of discussion amongst scholars, including scholars
such as Kubik and Bernhard who have outright stated that countries must be appraised
individually. For the most part, previous studies that I have found about Holocaust
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memory in lieux des mémoire in the Baltics are comparative analysis of sites in all three
Baltic countries and/or other Eastern European countries rather than focusing on a
single Baltic case. These studies include James Mark’s “Containing Fascism,” Aro
Velmet’s “Occupied Identities: National Narratives in Baltic Museums of
Occupations,” and Lijiljana Radonić’s “From ’Double Genocide’ to ‘The New Jews’:
Holocaust, Genocide, and Mass Violence in Post-Communist Memorial Museums.”83
There are a few exceptions, such as Paula Oppermann’s master’s thesis on the Rumbula
Memorial in Riga,84 which is not a comparative analysis. Apart from Oppermann and
Radonić, the majority of these works have been written and released around ten years
ago, and all of them focus on comparing and contrasting a single lieux des mémoire
from each country. The choice of focus for Latvia in every instance has been the
Museum of the Occupation of Latvia.
Mark James’ work is a comparative analysis of the narrative content in three
museums of occupation within the Baltics – The Museum of the Occupation of Latvia,
the Estonian Occupation Museum, and the Museum of Genocide Victims in Vilnius.
He begins with an explanation as to why these spaces have mostly rejected an
exploration of fascist crimes, stating that because the Soviet authorities had only
focused on the evils of fascism as a tool “to legitimize its own power,” any subsequent
attempt to focus on fascism now is too reminiscent.85 He goes on to explore how Baltic
museums of occupation have treated a lack of evidence differently in both cases – lack
of evidence of fascist terror is often used to justify a lack of exploration, whereas the
lack of evidence of Soviet terror is used to try and explore the subject even more.86
Mark’s main argument regarding the Museum of the Occupation of Latvia is that while
there are efforts being made to include other victim narratives, such as Jews, in the
museum, these efforts are often undermined by the utilization of Jewish victimhood
into the story of Latvian national victimhood under communism.87 In places where this
is impossible – such as discussions of the Arājs Commando – the Jewish narrative is
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held completely separate from the national narrative so that the Holocaust, “…could
not compete with stories of Soviet crimes.”88
Velmet’s work is also a comparative analysis of Baltic museums of occupation –
the Museum of the Occupation of Latvia, the Estonian Museum of Occupations, and
Grutas Park in Lithuania. Velmet, unlike Mark, is focused primarily on an exploration
of national identity creation and dichotomous narratives within Baltic museums of
occupation. He explores how these museums portray events to be simplistic rather than
really accurate.89 Particularly interesting is his discussion of exclusion and
subordination, which he says in the Baltic context is used to “other” different minority
groups and create a distinct homogeny within the population. This might appear similar
to Mark’s conclusions on the subject. However, as opposed to Mark, Velmet argues
that the representation of the Holocaust within the Latvian museum of occupation in
particular is given all due attention and respect.90 He argues that this is partially because
the focus of the museum is less on the political history of events but more on the social
history of events and how individual citizens were affected.91 Finally, he claims that
these exclusionary practices common to Baltic museums of occupation are rarely found
within the Latvian museum because of their willingness to firstly, “…candidly [discuss]
both the ongoing integration debate and the conflict of memory surrounding
interpretations of nationality and occupation.”92 And secondly, to provide educational
materials that help children to put themselves in the shoes of different minority groups
so as to better understand the experiences that others faced during this period and to
combat dichotomous concepts of “us” and “them”.93
Radonić’s work – a small selection of comparisons from her post-doctoral thesis –
focuses on her principal argument that there are two distinct ways that museums
“sought to communicate with ‘Europe’.”94 Of the museum of the occupation of Latvia,
which she compares to the Museum of Genocide Victims in Vilnius, she wishes also to
“gauge the extent to which the struggle to have one’s own victims recognized as the
victims of genocide reflects a new understanding of what actually constitutes genocide
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or may be the result of ‘Holocaust envy.’”95 Radonić primarily focuses her comparative
analysis on the German version of a guidebook of the Museum of the Occupation of
Latvia, rather than the exhibit itself.96 She argues that the entire belief that both Eastern
Europeans and Jews have been victims of genocide is a kind of “Holocaust envy,” and
that the use of individual stories within the museum helps to further the idea of
victimhood, but that Jews and Latvians are not treated equally in this respect. 97 Her
analysis is very interesting, highlighting that the term “Holocaust” is almost always,
“…used…in connection with the attempt to acquit the Latvians of collaboration.”98
Ultimately, she concludes that Holocaust memory is “contained” within the Latvian
and Lithuanian museums, “…in order not to threaten [their own] victim narratives.”99
While despite the different arguments that these scholars make based on their
individual analyses, all of them make comment on the application of memory plurality
in the Museum of the Occupation of Latvia. Interestingly, all of these scholars agree
that different memory narratives are obviously present within the Museum of the
Occupation of Latvia. Where these scholars appear to diverge is how these narratives
are presented and the effectiveness of the museum in accurately portraying the
Holocaust. Radonić and Mark argue that the museum’s content downplays or
diminishes the Holocaust despite a presentation of multiple narratives, where Velmet
has found the opposite.

Theory: Multidirectional Memory
Arguably the most influential scholar in modern memory studies is Maurice
Halbwachs, whose seminal work, On Collective Memory has been built upon by
numerous scholars in the decades since its publication. Halbwachs posits that within
society there exists two forms of memory – the first is individual and the second
cultural; every individual makes their own memories of their own experiences through
their own contexts and it is the sum of these individual memories that create cultural
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memories of a group.100 Similarly, individual memories are greatly shaped by cultural
memories as these memories provide the context – the social and mnemonical
framework – for an individual to experience the world around them.101 Halbwachs
hypothesizes that for an individual to retain certain information, they have to have the
proper contexts to understand the information in the first place…likewise, groups and
individuals forget memories as contextual frameworks change.102 Individuals cannot
create memory outside of the contexts of their group or groups. But, as German
Egyptologist Jan Assmann explains, Halbwachs was not so much interested in the
physical manifestations of cultural memory, but in the metaphysical but communicable
understanding of the world and events within a group and how groups may collect,
maintain, and evolve using individual memories.103 Despite this, numerous scholars
have used and adapted his theories for their own purposes.
One of these is French sociologist Pierre Nora, who has created a kind of
framework to understand collective memory from the perspective of the physical.
Nora’s work posited the idea of the “lieux de mémoire,” or “place of memory,” which
evolves naturally from “milieu de mémoire,” or “real environment of memory.”104
According to Nora, lieux de mémoire are created to allow for the remembrance of
memory since,
…if we were able to live within memory, we would not have needed to consecrate lieux
de mémoire in its name. Each gesture, down to the most every day, would be
experienced as the ritual repetition of a timeless practice in a primordial identification
of act and meaning.105

These spaces are interesting because they occupy both physical and mnemonic space
in that they are places which are particularly constructed for the sole purpose of
allowing for the continuation and expansion of memory narratives, but do not
necessarily have to occupy the same space where events occurred in order to exist.
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Jan Assmann takes the concept of collective memory a step further by providing it
with its own theoretical categorization broken down into two distinct yet intertwining
groups: communicative memory and cultural memory; he explains that the former is a
natural growth process within human memory and the latter is something more
deliberately constructed. 106 For example, the sentence that one might tell when playing
a game of telephone changes from person to person depending on what they have heard.
This is a natural progression so long as it is not purposefully tampered with and would
be an example of communicative memory. Cultural memory, on the other hand, is what
Assmann calls, “institutionalized mnemotechnics,” which means that they are
memories that are purposefully chosen and turned into histories for consumption of a
group or groups.107 As another prominent memory scholar, Alieda Assmann, explains,
“[cultural] memories are produced through mediated representations of the past that
involve selecting, rearranging, re-describing and simplifying, as well as the deliberate,
but also perhaps unintentional, inclusion and exclusion of information,”108 The tale of
Moses freeing the Israelites from Pharaoh and leading them safely through the desert,
for example, is an example of cultural memory that is still evoked within Jewish
communities twice a year during Passover and Sukkot. When mixed with Nora’s idea
of lieux de mémoire, we can find cultural memory and significance within physical
places or institutions within our societies, such as museums and memorials.
Tied to cultural memory, and often making up the content within lieux de mémoire
in Eastern Europe is what Ron Eyerman et al. refer to as cultural trauma, which refers
to, “a memory accepted and publicly given credence by a relevant membership group
and evoking an event or situation which is (a) laden with negative affect, (b) represented
as indelible, and (c) regarded as threatening a society’s or group’s existence or violating
one or more of its fundamental cultural presuppositions.”109 Individual identity is often
tied to that of a group or groups, and when an event threatens that group it can threaten,
“stability in terms of meaning,” and thus individual identity.110 Eyerman et al. also point
out the important distinction between narrative and discourse, the latter being driven by
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the group majority and the former making up more individualized or minority group
accounts of an event. Cultural memory can, and often does, provide a platform for a
society’s cultural trauma by allowing the evolution, continuation, and spread of both
narratives and discourses of these memories which helps to, “legitimate identity, to
construct and reconstruct it.”111 As prominent memory scholar Jeffrey Olick points out,
the social use and purpose of memory is to re-member, or to perpetuate a sense of
membership into a group through the use of collective memory.112
According to Florence Vatan and Marc Silberman, however, commemoration of
cultural memory – particularly when it is formed around cultural trauma – continues to
be a highly debated and controversial topic among not only memory scholars and in
academia, but on a political and national scale. Often the existence of a plurality of
memories within society create conflict as different individuals and groups may have
experienced an event in ways that are seemingly at odds with one another.113 Vatan and
Silberman argue, as do many memory scholars, that these diverging narratives,
“unsettle the hegemony of master [(majority) discourses] and bring to the fore tensions
and points of friction.”114 They rightfully point out that differing minority victim groups
who want their voices and experiences to be acknowledged will often react to the
assertion of memory narratives or discourses by producing conflated counternarratives.
This lends to the creation of a hierarchy of suffering that places their group at the top
of the victim list. To avoid the implementation of such a hierarchy is an ongoing
struggle within the field of cultural memory studies, and in lieux de mémoire in
particular; places of memory – particularly traumatic memory – affect and, “influence
the possibility and capacity of [people] to imagine certain actions as possible in the
space.”115
Memory scholar Jeffrey Olick’s work appears to have helped to provide part of the
theoretical backbone for the framework of Multidirectional Memory created by
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Rosenberg and used in this thesis to examine places of Nazi and Soviet victimhood in
cultural memory in Riga, Latvia today. Olick and other scholars argue that the rise of
Holocaust memory in the 1970s ran parallel to the emergence of different collective
fights for recognition or acknowledgement of memory narratives of minority groups all
around the world, such as the civil rights movement.116 Because of this parallel, both
members of the historical community fighting for the recognition of Holocaust memory
as well as members of minority groups around the world fighting for the end to their
own social situations of oppression, violence, and inequality, helped to support each
other in different ways. Many Jewish people in the United States, for example, saw the
treatment of Black Americans to be similar to their own treatment under the Nazis
before (and in some cases during) World War II. Because of this, and of course their
own personal reasons, a large number of Jews in America helped to fight alongside
Black Americans during the civil rights movement in the 1960s. This enabled them to
also call for the public recognition of their own suffering under the Nazi regime as
something unique and not something to be ashamed of or kept quiet. 117 Olick refers to
this phenomenon as intertextuality, and uses an interesting analogy in the idea of
literary genre to explain how two distinct stories can belong to the same genre simply
by means of “…sharing a common ‘way of seeing’.”118
Michael Rothberg in 2009 expanded on this theory by proposing that historians
and critics stop treating intertextual collective memory and memory spaces in general
as finite and immutable, with arguments about them, “tak[ing] the form of a zero-sum
struggle for pre-eminence.”119 While Rothberg’s work focuses primarily on the subject
of Holocaust narratives within the realm of decolonization, his work could easily be
adapted in the context of Eastern European memory of the Holocaust; the end of the
Soviet period in Eastern Europe has led to similar types of memory conflicts that we
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see arising in other areas of the world with violent national pasts that he examines in
his book. As Rothberg argues, the idea that the Holocaust is something “unique” when
compared to genocidal incidents of colonialism is a purely Western perspective and
shows a lack of willingness on the part of Western scholars to attribute utilitarian
motivations120 to the Nazi genocide of European Jews even though they do so in cases
of genocide through colonialism.121 It leads to competition between groups and a
hierarchy of suffering that engenders conflict. But such competition is a competition
between narratives, and not necessarily one between historical facts or truths.122 When
we look from differing perspectives, particularly those of the victims, a genocide may
not appear to have pragmatic or utilitarian motivations at all.
Rothberg argues that both the boundaries of memory and the public sphere are
fluid, not only through time but also between groups.123 This means that public memory
or cultural memory is inherently multidirectional as it is bringing the past into the
present.124 Those who see cultural memory as a competition between groups for space
are inherently mnemonic warriors.125 The Holocaust in particular, through its
development as a transnational personification as a symbol of human suffering and
violence directed toward innocent people, has, “contribute[s] to the articulation of other
[difficult] histories….”126 Through the lens of multidirectional memory, instead of
approaching a group’s focus on their own experiences rather than that of the Holocaust
(or even if a group compares their own experiences to those of the Holocaust) as
something negative, we can see that the usage of Holocaust memory actually helps
other victim groups to create a coherent understanding of their own collective trauma.
This is particularly salient among cultures undergoing drastic transformations after
experiencing a period of intense human-perpetrated violence or oppression, such as
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decolonization.127 Acknowledging the intertextuality of seemingly conflicting memory
narratives can help to, “serve as a medium for the creation of new communal and
political identities,” which is very important especially in places like Eastern Europe.128
Naturally this does not mean that attempts to diminish the suffering of victims of
the Holocaust should be ignored; nor does it mean it is acceptable to try and deny certain
difficult truths, especially in post-Soviet Eastern European countries since these are the
actual places filled with the actual groups that experienced the Holocaust in one way or
another. Multidirectional application of memory makes it clear the importance of
making sure that the discussion of one narrative does not diminish or erase another.129
While Rothberg’s exploration on multidirectional memory mostly compared cases that
appear relatively unrelated to the Holocaust, such as the conflict in Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the 1990s. In this case, the intertextuality between Soviet and Holocaust
narratives is much more obvious and so the importance of making sure every narrative
is presented is possibly even more difficult. But, as he rightly points out, we must reject
the false belief that, “one’s own history, culture, and identity are ‘a separate and unique
thing’,” from everyone else’s.
Integral to understanding the concept of multidirectional memory is that of Freud’s
concept of “screen memory,” or, the use of one memory as a screen or shield to distract
from memories that are uncomfortable or unwanted – “a compromise between
remembering and forgetting.”130 According to some scholars, an argument can be made
that Holocaust memory serves as a screen memory in Western Europe to protect
Western Europeans from the uncomfortable truth that it was in no small part due to the
Western capitulation of Eastern European territories to the Soviet Union at Yalta after
World War II that allowed for Soviet suffering within Eastern European countries in
the first place.131 Regardless, Rothberg utilizes the concept of screen memory in that he
adopts the idea that screen memory, “…ultimately…resembles a remapping of memory
in which links between memories are formed and then redistributed between the
consciousness and unconsciousness.”132 He argues that there are differences between
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screen memory and multidirectional memory, not only in the fact that screen memory
serves to protect (or “screen”) an individual from a disturbing memory and
multidirectional memory does not, but that using a multidirectional approach highlights
the vast complexity of memory by, “juxtapos[ing] two or more disturbing
memories.”133

Research Questions
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the main goal of this thesis is to answer the broad
question of how, if any, pluralist approaches to Soviet and Holocaust memory are being
utilized within Gentile Latvian lieux de mémoire in Riga, Latvia; are plural narratives
being used to highlight the suffering of one group over another, or are they being
presented in such a way that they can be used to explore the complexity of the period
without diminishing any group? Major analytical questions asked of both museums
include, what actors were involved in the foundation of the museum? What is the
intention of the museum? How is the Holocaust represented in the museum? Are there
signs of Holocaust denial or diminishment? Are Jewish narratives presented? Are
Latvian narratives presented? What kind of agency is given to Jewish and/or Latvian
actors? How is the Soviet experience memorialized and presented by these same
museums? Are memories presented as overlapping or separate?134 Is the complexity of
the situation reflected in how different stories or narratives are presented? From whose
perspective(s) are Holocaust and Soviet narratives told? If pluralistic narratives exist,
are they multidirectional in their application?
Questions that are more suited for the Occupation Museum, which focuses on a
textual approach would be: what type of language is used in the context of the Holocaust
versus the context of Soviet experiences? Terms such as “Holocaust,” and “genocide,”
will be analysed in their context within the museum, on the museum website, as well
as museum materials available within the museum store. For the Žanis Lipke Memorial
Museum, however, which relies more on symbolism and presentation of artefacts, I
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must ask: How do aesthetics help to promote or detract from the message of the museum
or monument?135 Is the intended message of the museum clear to the viewer?

Methodology: Atrocity Commemoration in Museums
When it comes to atrocity commemoration in sites of cultural memory, particularly in
museums, there are a few different frameworks for analysis. While classical museology
focuses mostly on the achievements of nations and moments of pride, an increasing
number of museums have opened (or exhibitions renovated) to reflect an
acknowledgement and exploration of darker, more difficult subjects relative to national
experiences.136 “Attempts to curate difficult knowledge often take place in the context
of transitional justice, as part of the symbolic aspect of efforts at national
reconciliation.”137 Museums in particular are an important aspect of telling the
narratives and discourses of traumatic events through allowing for availability of
information as well as outreach; they are – or have the potential to be – instruments for
bringing the past to the present and making them relevant to contemporary society.
As previously mentioned, I will investigate and analyse two different museums in
the Latvian capital, Riga, through an adaption of methodologies of memorialization and
textual analysis by James E Young in his book Textual Memory, Tanja Schult’s A
Hero’s Many Faces: Raoul Wallenberg in Contemporary Monuments, and Ljiljana
Radonić’s “From ‘Double Genocide’ to ‘The New Jews’.”138 These are The Museum
of the Occupation of Latvia (Latvijas Okupācijas Muzejs, or LOM) and the Žanis Lipke
Memorial Museum (Žaņa Lipkes Memoriāls, or ŽLM). These sites were chosen
specifically as they represent public spaces of cultural memory in and around the city
of Riga that relate directly to the Holocaust and are told mostly from an ethnic Latvian
perspective. Both of these museums were established and continue to function as
private museums headed by Gentile Latvians, and both deal with World War II, Soviet,
and Holocaust memory within Latvia. This distinction of sites funded by Gentile
Latvians as opposed to the Jewish community is important as it shows the ethnic
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Latvian attempt at reconciling their own histories and victimization during WWII and
the Post-war period with the very real understanding of their perpetration, by-standing,
and rescue of their Jewish neighbours during the Holocaust. By examining this distinct
form of Holocaust memory, we can gain a better understanding of how the Holocaust
is viewed by ethnic Latvians.
Following the methodology of Schult and Young, I will begin by attempting to
imbue both museums with their historical development as a space of cultural memory;
I will do this by outlining the original aims of the mnemonic actors responsible for the
exhibit as well as how their memorial contribution to society presents itself now.139
Aspects such as funding of these sites of memorialization will be noted to help give
context to the aims of the museum or memorial, as well as potential biases. General
artistic quality or merit of these museum exhibitions or memorials was judged only
insofar as it affects how the viewer is able to understand the information provided
and/or how the artist or curator chose to represent events, people, and culturally
significant phenomenon on both a textual and visual level. The artistic aesthetics,
however, were analysed as to how the experiences these spaces help us to understand
the narratives that the museums attempt to portray. Both museums and memorials will
be examined in terms of coherency, accuracy, representation or potential bias, and
clarity of explanation for the viewer. I will begin with the Museum of the Occupation
of Latvia, where I will analyse the pluralism within the museum content against
previous scholarly comparison. Then I will move on to the Žanis Lipke Memorial
Museum, where I will compare the application of pluralism in the two museums within
the analysis.
Because of the unique nature of each museum, a focused comparative analysis is
not possible; the amount of content and the approach to storytelling in each museum is
asymmetric. These differences should not, in my opinion, discount comparison. All
museum comparisons are, in a way, asymmetrical comparisons. No two museums are
the same due to a variety of reasons and circumstances. As Jürgen Kocka writes about
asymmetrical comparison, “…the results of a comparison depend on the selection of
the objects of comparison.”140 The danger here is that cherry-picking a single lieux des
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mémoire to analyse against another can give us a completely different picture of the
status of mnemonic discourse depending on which is chosen, and which is ignored. As
previous scholars have chosen only a single lieux des mémoire from within Latvia and
have only compared them to similar museums in other Central and Eastern European
countries, a picture of the status of Holocaust memory within Latvia has been
established within scholarship that may not reflect reality. As Kocka explains,
Compared with its Dutch or English parallels, the nineteenth-century German
economic bourgeoisie appears relatively limited in extent, power, and bourgeois
qualities. But compared with east-central or eastern European counterparts, it appears
strong and intensely bourgeois.141

It is exactly this problem that we can see by the different understanding of Latvian
Holocaust memory in the works of previous scholars, and exactly what I wish to avoid.
I will do this by firstly, limiting my comparison to two private museums founded
by ethnic Latvians that discuss the same subject within a single locality. Secondly, I
will focus on an analysis of the difference in museological approaches to narrative,
rather than the similarities, so as to, “…more clearly comprehend [these museums] in
[their] individuality and to distinguish [them from each other].”142 I also hope to give a
more accurate representation of how Holocaust and Soviet memory is approached
within ethnic Latvian lieux des mémoire by branching out my analysis to include a
museum which previous researchers haven’t analysed (because of its absence or
because they have simply ignored it).
This does not mean that the differences in each museum should not be addressed
at all. The Museum of the Occupation of Latvia is almost twenty years older than the
Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum, and their museological approach is vastly different.
While the former relies primarily on text, the latter uses a combination of art,
architecture, and audio-based storytelling. The size of each museum is also unequal.
The Museum of the Occupation encompasses a large building with seven rooms for
exhibit presentation related to this thesis, and Žanis Lipke taking up two rooms with
relevant content. However, the size and amount of content within the museum does not
detract from its ability to show different types of application of memory plurality. Size
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also does not reflect whether or not a museum has used a multidirectional approach that
uses the Holocaust to explore Latvian experiences during WWII and afterwards, or if
they attempt to present Soviet and Holocaust memory in such a way that diminishes the
latter. How these museums are approached in analysis, however, must be different
because of the difference in museological approach to content.
For the Museum of the Occupation of Latvia, I will primarily use a textual analysis
approach similar to that of Radonić. I will analyse specificities of language within
presented texts or film in exhibits, the website, and official printed materials. I will
skip exhibits and content that have little or no relevance to this thesis. Textual analysis
would not work with the content of the Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum, and so I will
instead rely on a more subjective analysis; I will analyse how the subject is approached
and how actors are represented through artistic expression, the audio guide, and limited
textual documentation. Despite these differences, questions will have the aim of
understanding the overall impression of how each museum approaches the presentation
of multiple distinct narratives. I will analyse the museum’s application of
multidirectionality – or lack thereof – as well as the background of the mnemonic actors
responsible for the museum content.
Because of the physical and experiential nature of lieux des mémoire, I have
personally visited both sites. These visits were made during December and January of
2018-2019. Because of the nature of the time of year, I attempted to visit museums
during hours when they were more likely to be visited by others. While visiting the
sites, I recorded both from different perspectives (more general layout as well as
specific aspects and flow of information) through pictures and film. I also recorded the
context in which the museum or memorial exists, including the geographic locality and
surroundings as well as accessibility. Location have been noted, particularly in that
Riga as a site of Holocaust perpetration has a plethora of different potential sites to
work with. I made note of aspects of museum exhibits which may be difficult or
impossible to properly record through still images, such as music and general
atmosphere. The latter is particularly important because it helps to determine the
viewer’s experience: does the atmosphere (lighting, noise, etc) lead to a more solemn
or a more clinically instructive experience for the viewer, for example?
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To really understand the content of museums and how they have portrayed the
Holocaust versus the Soviet experience in Latvia, we must first have a brief overview
of the experience of Jews within Latvia before, during, and after the Holocaust as well
as the specific Latvian experience under Soviet rule.

A Brief History of the Jewish experience in Latvia, Including the
Holocaust
The modern Jewish community of Latvia was officially recognized in the late 1800s,
and the population peaked at around 185,000 in 1915. There were many Jews who
fought in World War I and for an independent Latvia, and for the most part relationships
between Latvian Gentiles and Jews were relatively decent outside of the Courland
peninsula until the annexation of Latvia by the Soviet Union a year before the Nazi
invasion.143 Many Latvians today even believe that there was massive philo-semitism
during the pre-war era.144 At that time, the Jewish population was around 95,000, or
5%, of the population of Latvia, about half of whom lived in Riga.145 The Jewish
population were huge contributors to economic growth in Latvia during its brief stint
of independence, with, “more than a quarter of Latvia’s commercial enterprises
employing ten or more people were owned by Jews.”146
The Soviet annexation of Latvia saw the forced deportation of around 15,400
Latvians – 11% of whom were Latvian Jews – to exile in the interior of Russia on a
single day in June.147 Another 15,000 Jews fled voluntarily into Russia as news of the
Nazis sweeping across Poland and other Eastern European countries reached them.148
When the Wehrmacht marched through the streets of Riga on 1 July, 1941 about 70,000
Jews remained in Latvia; around 69,500 of these 70,000 remaining Jews were
slaughtered by Nazis and local collaborators, in particular 300 members of the
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notorious Arājs Commando unit,149 beginning in June 1941 as the Eastern front pushed
towards Russia. Local involvement in the Holocaust either as perpetrators or rescuers
was less common than in other Eastern European countries, but it was still present.150
Notable incidents of violence towards Jews during the Holocaust in Latvia include the
arson of the Great Choral Synagogue of Riga on 4 July, 1941,151 where hundreds of
Jewish residents were forced from their apartments and locked into the synagogue
which was then set on fire, and the mass murder of 25,000 Jews in Rumbula forest152
about 10km away from central Riga on 30 November and 8 December of 1941.

A Brief History of the Gentile Latvian Nazi and Soviet Experience
As mentioned in the previous section, the initial invasion of Latvia by the Soviet Union
in 1940 led to the deportation of around 15,400 Latvians into Siberian exile or the
Soviet GULAG system in June 1941. Riga was captured by the Nazis on 1 July 1941.
Many Latvians were happy to see the incoming German troops, believing that they
would – under the Germans – finally be able to continue on with the building of a
strong, free Latvian state as they had done before the Soviet annexation. Jews and other
minority groups were the primary target of Nazi racial policies during the Nazi
occupation of Latvia, though we must remember that Eastern European Gentiles also
experienced the Holocaust (albeit in a different way). Many of those persecuted had
been friends and neighbours and helping them was often incredibly dangerous. Some
also benefitted through the gaining of property, and, as mentioned, by participating
themselves. Latvians, it should be noted, were also considered racially inferior to
Germans and things like rationing were also used to highlight these differences.
At the end of WWII was the beginning of the purported Soviet post-war occupation
of Latvia. The subject of the nature of Soviet presence in Latvia, as well as other Baltic
states, is a current subject of debate. As noted previously, the Latvian narrative insists
on the use of the term occupation to describe Soviet presence. Other countries within
the Soviet-bloc use terms such as annexation. Russia, and a few other countries or
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regions previously under the Soviet Union, do not recognize either of these terms and
insist that all applications for countries to enter the Soviet Union were made legally by
standing governments at the time period. Legally, these terms mean completely
different things, and different countries around the world recognized (or distinctly did
not recognize) different variations. For example, the United States recognized that
Latvia was an occupied country, but other European countries notably did not take any
position. The subject is very complex and will not be tackled by this thesis, though the
language distinction is important to note for context considering differing narratives.
We must also remember that members of Eastern European Jewish communities
are mnemonical actors in and of themselves – they experienced persecution during the
Nazi occupation, but they also suffered alongside their fellow Gentile neighbours under
the watchful eye of the Kremlin. Like their Gentile neighbours, they had to live with
the repression of the Soviet narrative bearing down on their individual spaces of
memory. Taking this into consideration, one has to wonder whether or not the Western
blanket condemnation of Eastern European Holocaust narratives is justified in every
single case. Currently there are a number of non-Jewish minority groups living in
Latvia, though the largest group by far is that of the Russian minority. Many people
within the Jewish community belong to this group as well. In Latvia today there are
tensions between the ethnic Latvian and Russian minority groups based on the Latvian
narrative of occupation and opposition disagreement.

Latvian Museum of Occupation
The first museum that this thesis will examine in-depth is the Museum of the
Occupation of Latvia, or Latvijas Okupācijas Muzejs, (hereafter referred to as LOM or
Latvian Occupation Museum). The museum was founded in 1993 by Latvian American
history professor Dr. Paulis Lazda, recently retired from the University of WisconsonEau Claire, and nine others who came together to realize Dr. Lazda’s idea of the
museum using a “comparative approach” to tell the story of occupied Latvia.153 The
museum was originally funded by a public charitable organization, the Occupation
Museum Association of Latvia (LOMB), and currently remains a private museum
though in 2006 began to receive public funds from the Latvian Government. According
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to the museum website, “in 2010, 2011, and 2012, the museum received only 10% of
its yearly operational budget from the state, the other funds were donations from visitors
and supporters.” This is interesting to note because of Radonić’s inclusion of the
museum along with other “state-funded” museums that her dissertation focuses on.154
The largest support for the museum comes from the international Latvian community
– both organizations and individual donors.”155
The website is available in four languages: Latvian, English, Russian, and German.
It outlines information and content available in the museum, as well as eight different
workshops available for students to learn about various different aspects of Latvian
occupation. These workshops include Jewish History and the Holocaust in Latvia,
Second World War Propaganda, Life in Soviet Latvia, Refugees: in History and Today,
The Barricades, 20 January 1991, Our Baltic Way, 156 How to Research History, and
Soviet Deportations. During my visit to the museum, I personally watched a group of
Latvian students in the middle of taking a workshop on Jewish History and the
Holocaust in Latvia.
Also available on the website are virtual exhibits for those who cannot make it to
the museum itself. The Corner House: A Virtual Exhibit of the KGB Head Quarters in
Rīga created in 2014.157 The exhibition begins with a short video explaining the history
of the building along with images of the former KGB building in Riga, prison cells
within the site, administration areas, and visitors touring the location. Once the film has
finished, a small digital exhibit appears with 360˚ images taken of various rooms within
the site including the room of execution, prison cells, exercise area, interrogation
rooms, and others. Within each room there are digital information and film panels that
visitors can click on to read more about certain aspects of the site as well as the kinds
of activities of the KGB.
The second virtual exhibit on the website, Rumbula 1940: A Virtual Exhibition
About the Holocaust in Latvia,158 brings the user to a new page with simple white text
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on a grey, cloudy background. The text focuses on a short description of the Holocaust.
Scrolling down the page brings the reader back to 1940 in Latvia. It begins with an
explanation of the Jewish community before World War II and then the Soviet
prosecution of the Jewish population in Latvia specifically during the first occupation.
As one scrolls, a description of the evolution of the Holocaust is told, culminating in an
intimate retelling of the massacre at Rumbula alongside images of persecution in
Latvia, maps of the ghetto in Riga, drawings, letters, and first-hand accounts from both
Latvians and Jews. Interestingly, the exhibit does not end there. The final portion of the
exhibit discusses the trial of SS Obergruppenführer Fredrich Jeckeln, who oversaw the
massacres at Rumbula and the decimation of the various ghettos in Latvia, and the
history of the Holocaust in Latvia throughout the second Soviet occupation to the
present. No mention is made of the Latvian actors that helped to uphold Nazi-imposed
racial laws against the Jewish population and facilitated the massacre at Rumbula.
Educational materials are also available to the public on the website. These
materials include four sections, two of which deal with communism in particular. The
first section of materials, however, is particularly relevant to this thesis. It is called,
“Different Nations – Shared Experiences,” and it uses case studies to highlight how
different groups within the Baltic region have shared experiences (Baltic Germans, the
escape of refugees to Sweden during World War II, and mass deportations from the
Baltic into Russia during the Soviet period). These materials clearly reflect a desire to
show alternative perspectives in the teaching of difficult histories that affected the
Baltic region in the last century. It is this inclusion that Velmet argues goes a long way
to showing the intention of the museum in establishing a plurality of memories.159 But
the existence of potentially conflicting narratives does not necessarily mean that the
presentation of narratives reflect a multidirectional approach and that narratives are not
being suppressed or diminished.
The introductory text to the materials creates a link between the forced removal of
Baltic Germans into Germany towards the end of World War II and the Holocaust,
explaining that these two events almost completely removed these two different
minority groups from Latvia in World War II.160 While the text is careful to use the
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specific term “Holocaust” to describe the events that wiped out the Latvian Jewish
population, it does not mention that this was a genocide.161 It is careful not to imply
that the extremity of the Holocaust is anything less than it was or should be, or to create
a hierarchy of suffering that puts Jews in competition with Baltic Germans. Instead it
uses the Holocaust as both a frame of reference – so that the student is able to
understand the context of violence pervading the country and surrounding the removal
of Baltic Germans from Latvia – and also to explain that the Jewish minority was not
the only group within Latvia that mostly disappeared during World War II. This does
not mean that the text itself is not problematic. The initial use of the phrase “destroyed
entirely” to describe both groups is not only misleading, but it’s also inaccurate.162
While the Jewish community of Latvia was certainly tiny after World War II, there
were a few thousand survivors. Baltic Germans, on the other hand, were not destroyed
whatsoever – only coercively pressured to move to Germany. Not every Baltic German
fell prey to these coercions. Considering the use of misleading language as well as the
absence of both Jewish voices and ethnic Russian voices in these learning materials,
the application of a multidirectional approach appears to fall flat in this case. While I
would not go so far as Radonić in saying that the materials show a kind of “Holocaust
envy,” I would agree with Mark that these narratives have been outlined in such a way
that they purposefully cannot compete with the narratives of victims of communism.163
The final content available on the website is a video series called “Five Stories.”164
There are currently two videos. The first features interviews with Latvians about their
experiences as, or helping, Latvian refugees flee Latvia during the Second World War.
The second features interviews with Latvians who helped hide Jews during the Nazi
occupation. In total with both videos there are five different featured interviews with
people from different perspectives and experiences of World War II in Latvia. Each
talk about a different aspect of being a refugee or rescuer – for example, one refugee
recalls that a very poor older woman gave his mother the last pillow that she had after
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the Soviet army had come into the house and taken all of the pillows and watches. 165
Another recalls the story of how her mother and her bravely faced a group of Nazi
soldiers who entered their house and ended up nearly finding the Jewish men that they
had been hiding under their beds.166 The result here is an amalgamation of refugee
experiences from Latvia, showcasing multiple different individual stories but with one
important narrative group missing: there are no Jewish voices among the featured
interviews even though there were Latvian Jews who survived the Holocaust that are
still alive today in Latvia.
In the stories themselves, the only thing that separates the two differing types of
refugee experiences – that of being a Jew during the Holocaust and that of being an
ethnic Latvian fleeing the Soviet occupation – appears to be a separation in the physical
video itself. This less pronounced distinction is troubling as it does not provide the
context in the difference between each situation: that one event was a genocide and the
other debatable depending on one’s definition of the term. The risk involved in getting
caught helping a Jewish refugee versus a Latvian refugee was different, and the
reception that many Jews received versus Latvians was different.
For example, in the interview with Alīda Zvagule in the first video, she describes
how she was treated kindly everywhere she went as a refugee; people would give them
food and shelter and treat them well to the point where they even had their own beds.167
However, we hear from the last interview with Skaidrīte Zavaļņeva that while people
helped Jews it was often from afar – bringing them food as they took shelter in an
unheated barn or in the forest, but rarely inviting them inside.168 This distinction is not
to pass judgement on those who helped Latvians versus those who helped Jews, but to
highlight that people were clearly aware of the difference in situation and that it may
have affected their decision of how to approach the help that they were giving.
The original building of LOM rested between Latvian Riflemen Square and Town
Hall Square, situated just next to the newly renovated House of the Blackheads and
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across from City Hall in the centre of old town, Riga.169 The structure is two or threestoreys high, and imposing with a dark, oxidized copper façade resting on a base of
black granite and no visible windows. Its chunky, block-like structure designed by the
Soviet architects D. Driva and G. Lucis was clearly inspired by Soviet aesthetic.170 The
original function of the building was also to house a museum – the Latvian Red
Riflemen Memorial Museum.

Construction of the building began in 1965 to

commemorate the 25th anniversary of Soviet governance of Latvia and opened its doors
in spring 1971.171 The Latvian Red Riflemen were a part of the Latvian Infantry
Division of the Russian Red Army and fought for the Soviet government in the Russian
civil war (1918-1920).
After 1991, the social makeup of Latvia changed as a new freedom, including the
right to immigrate and emigrate as one pleased, suddenly opened up various avenues
for Latvian citizens and members of the diaspora. Many members of the Latvian Jewish
community emigrated to be reunited with family in Israel and the United States,172 and
many Latvians who had fled after World War II (and their children) were suddenly
given the opportunity to return. And many did, hoping to help rebuild a new, free
Latvian society. It was in this spirit of rebuilding and reclaiming national identity that
the LOM was born under Latvian American professor Dr Paulis Lazda and his
colleagues. Their primary goal for the museum was to, “show, remind, and
remember,”173 which has since been changed to, “remember, commemorate,
remind.”174 According to a 2009 interview with Velmet, then-museum director
Gundega Michel and director of external relations of the museum Valters
Nollendorfs175 have claimed that the political goal of the museum is, “to subvert
deliberate or accidental misinformation that dominates nationalist Russian discourses
about the Latvian occupations.”176 Dr. Lazda also, “…insisted on the necessity of a
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comparative approach, despite some local opposition to the inclusion of Nazism and
the Holocaust.”177
In 2016 the museum moved to a temporary location so that they could add an
expansion to the original building. The design of the expansion was the vision of
Latvian American architect Gunnar Kirkerts, who “describes his design metaphorically
as the progression from the dark past to the bright and enlightened future.”178 The
addition will be a white, glass structure to create a visual counter-balance to the original
dark copper building. It was hoped that work would be finished on the building in 2016,
but the new goal is now 2020. The temporary premises is located about one kilometre
away from the original location and is housed in the old American embassy across from
Bastejkalna Park and the Freedom Monument just outside of old town. Tall iron gates
surround the building, covered in signs that discuss the museum and the new addition
in both Latvian and English.179 It is the temporary location which I visited for this
thesis.
In the temporary location there are three exhibits: two temporary and one
permanent. During my visit I focused on both the permanent as well as one of the
temporary exhibits, which were both relevant to this thesis.
Temporary Exhibit – 1940-1950: Portrait of a Decade
The temporary exhibit I examined is called 1940-1950: Portrait of a Decade.
Information was available in both English and Latvian on information panels, and its
description180 focused on the similarities between the Nazi and Soviet occupations. The
exhibit contents could be interpreted in different ways. The first could be that of an
attempt at a Multidirectional approach in showing different narratives that affected
people differently throughout the same time period. The second is of Holocaust
minimization by placing the genocide of European Jews at the same level of suffering
as ethnic Latvian citizens during the Soviet occupation. It is a combination of these
interpretations which I believe to be the most convincing, and which I will outline
below.
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The foundation of the first room in the exhibit is people’s experiences within train
cars. Walking down a set of narrow stairs, you enter a door into a room which has been
outfitted to appear as if it is the inside of a wooden train car.181 The atmosphere is dark
and heavy, and one gets the sense that there must have been considerable effort put into
the creation of this room despite the exhibit – and the museum location as a whole –
being temporary. It is a fairly small room and not overcrowded with information,
images, or objects. Pictures and paintings of train cars and mugshots of victims line the
walls on either side, and small object displays extend out underneath them.
The first information display speaks of train cars, and how both the Soviet
government and the Nazi government utilized freight and cattle cars to transport
prisoners long distances.182 It details the harsh, unsanitary conditions of life inside a
train car. Interestingly, it does mention Jewish victims in relation to the Holocaust; as
mentioned previously, the case of the Holocaust in Latvia is unique in that the vast
majority of Latvian Jews were killed in Latvia and never experienced deportation in the
same way as Latvians (including Jewish Latvians) who were forcibly deported by the
Soviet Union to GULAGs and exile communities in Siberia. While a huge number of
Latvian Jews were killed during the genocide, most of this occurred during local actions
by Einsatzgruppen A, raids of ghettos by Latvian and German SS units, and massacres
within walking distance of major cities. The inclusion of the Jewish experience in this
instance, therefore, is interesting in that the Jewish victims featured would have been
part of the group of 24,000 German Jews deported from Germany to Latvia. Subsequent
information panels as well as image panels show that much of the information presented
on the Jewish experience was done with the collaboration of the Jews in Latvia Museum
– a museum founded and run by the Jewish community in Latvia to tell the story of
Latvian Jews.183
From the beginning of the exhibit there appears to be some kind of link made
between victims of Soviet oppression and Jews during the Holocaust. The inclusion of
both narratives alongside one another, and the use of Holocaust experiences to explore
elements of the Latvian experience here indicates a Multidirectional approach to the
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exhibit; the point of Multidirectionality is to show differing narratives and how they
might share similarities or have differences but doing so the intention of creating a more
complex understanding without diminishing or erasing one or more of those narratives.
The inclusion of subtle differences in each situation indicated in the text might
further lend itself to the utilization of a Multidirectional approach. The ultimate fate of
each distinct group is acknowledged (i.e. Jews were killed upon arrival, Latvians were
typically not).184 The most interesting difference being the use of the word
“deportation” to describe the Jewish experiences, and the lack of the term when
describing the Latvian situation. This occurs in both English and Latvian, with the word
deportēja (deportation) used in the Jewish context and izsūtīja (send out) in the
Latvian.185 Importantly, there was some missing information regarding potential
differences between the two cases, including the lack of mention that one was due to
genocide and the other was not. This is a critical difference between the two situations
and, arguably, should have been mentioned. Texts also fail to include details such as
the fact that Jewish prisoners were often forced to pay for their train tickets when they
were being deported;186 and that Jewish train cars were often double the appropriate
occupancy so that people were forced to stand for the duration of the trip.187
One cannot know the intention of the author who wrote the text, but considering
the intended audience this can, again, be interpreted in different ways; most obviously
as a minimization of the suffering of Jews during the Holocaust so as to put Latvian
suffering under the Soviets on the same level, or as a Multidirectional attempt at
exploring the history of their nation and people under occupation by using the
Holocaust to compare with incidents of gentile Latvian suffering under the Soviets.
Important to note here is the mention of Jews specifically in this case, and the lack of
an obvious attempt to purposefully minimize suffering of either party. It is clear that
the curator worked with the Jewish community in Riga to help build the contents of the
exhibit, though how much influence the Jewish museum may have had in the text is
unclear.
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There are other attempts at showing the link between the two different groups
throughout the rest of the room as well. For example, the images of different trains and
deportation experiences that lay on one wall show a mixture of both Latvian deportees
as well as German Jews specifically coming to Riga from Western Europe. This is
completely contrary to Radonić’s claim that individual Jewish voices were not
explored.188 On the opposite wall, the men and women whose narratives are told include
an amalgamation of different backgrounds, reasons for being deported, experiences,
and resulting outcomes from deportation. The story of Josef Katz, for example, a Jewish
man being deported (possibly to Riga, but really his destination is not mentioned) along
with Jews from various different countries – Germany, Austria, Russia, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, etc.189 Aina Pūlina’s story is told as well, a Latvian
woman who fled to Germany to escape the Red Army encroachment into Latvia in late
1944 and was subsequently returned to Latvia by American officials.190
The differences in each individual narrative really reflect the vast difference in
experience of Latvians throughout World War II. The inclusion of Jews – more
importantly Jews as individuals with names and faces and stories – in these narratives
shows that there are attempts to include this minority group into the larger Latvian
discourse. This is the kind of inclusion/exclusion with the purpose of “homogenizing”
the national narrative that Velmet discussed in his argument, and one that I cautiously
agree with in this particular case.191 The problem is that the viewer is not always told
where people originated from, or even whether they have any connection with Latvia
and the Latvian experience at all, though it is heavily implied; we are sometimes told
where people were born, but not always where they were eventually deported to.192
Too, specific types of genocide victims such as Roma are completely ignored, though
this could also be due to the fact that Holocaust memory in Eastern Europe often
separates Jews from other victim groups.193 However, the broad message of this
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particular installation shows a recognition that no two experiences of the same event
are the same, but that common elements may be found and explored among each.
The use of the Holocaust in this case is used to underline the suffering that Latvians
of all backgrounds, and foreign Jews, experienced under occupation from both the
Soviet Union and Nazi Germany in Latvia. This kind of exploration is often historically
seen when applying a multidirectional approach, particularly when one of the narratives
includes the Holocaust and the other is a community who has emerged from a period
of colonial rule.194 But it is also here that we can see the nationalistic focus of the
museum, as discussed by Droit and Velmet,195 in its most obvious; because the curator
chose to only include the stories of Holocaust victims who (at least it is heavily hinted
at) experienced the Holocaust in Latvia, in particular the German Jews who were
deported to Latvia and killed. Millions of people were transported using cattle cars
during the Holocaust all across Europe, but this specific group of Jews was chosen
because of their (implied) ties to the national narrative of Latvia.
The next room also showed memory plurality, though not to an extent that one
might label it multidirectional. Through a small doorway on the right of the entrance to
the freight car room lay a dark room that comprised only of an art piece. This piece was
comprised of around twenty-five white men’s dress shirts pinned close together on a
clothes line across the wall on the far side of the room.196 From there, different images
and short film clips were projected onto it. The images and clips went through a rotation
which lasted a few minutes. Images included SS soldiers in front of a house, Jewish
men with Magen David on their chest walking down the road beside sidewalks, families
with children, and airplanes flying over Riga.
This room, however, does not give any context to the images that are seen on the
display. Because of the lack of context, it is difficult to really tell if certain images
actually have a purpose. The inclusion of both members of what appear to be the
Wehrmacht or SS, as well as Jews walking down the street, show different narratives
and experiences, but without prior knowledge it would be difficult to tell for an average
visitor. Not everyone knows how to identify a group of Jews during the Holocaust
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simply from an image. The requisite knowledge that Jews were often forced to walk in
the street because they were banned from using the sidewalk, or that they were forced
to wear the Magen David on their shoulder, is not necessarily instantly recognizable to
everyone – children in particular. For those unfamiliar with the skyline of Riga, images
of planes flying overhead could be confused for another European city. If one was not
aware that there were Latvians in the SS and Wehrmacht, one might confuse the image
of soldiers with Germans.197
The final room of the exhibit is, perhaps, the most problematic of the three. This
room features seven short staged video interviews filmed in an artistic style that blocks
out the face of the person being interviewed.198 The room playing the video is
completely dark, so that the only thing the viewer can see is the details around the film
subject. While not stated, the interviewees were actually actors reading from a script
rather than the people whose experiences were being described. There is only one
woman interviewed – the rest are male. There are no Jewish voices. Six of the seven
interviewees are victims of various Soviet authorities; one, a member of a Soviet youth
organization, discusses his experience of interrogation by Nazi authorities.199 The
museum’s focus on victims of Soviet violence rather than Nazi violence is reflected
here. Considering the purpose of the museum – to combat the Russian narrative that
Latvia was willingly a member of the Soviet Union and not an occupied country – this
focus makes sense. However, the lack of Jewish voices here is problematic when taking
into consideration the purported goal of the exhibit itself. Excluding Jewish voices, or
not equally representing victims of Nazi and Soviet violence, makes it difficult to
explore similarities in the suffering of Latvians under both occupations.
There are a few things that we must take into consideration when approaching an
analysis of this exhibit. Firstly, we must remember to use caution when using the label
of Holocaust minimization. This could easily lead to a hierarchy of suffering that we as
scholars should be working against. Secondly, we cannot ascribe intent to another
without an obvious declaration. Finally, we must also remember that the content
creators have been careful not to claim anything about genocide in either case even
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though it hints at the Holocaust being a genocide in some panels. The non-inclusion of
this term could have many potential reasons ranging from the desire to argue for a
“double genocide,” to the desire to show ethnic Latvians that other groups besides their
own suffered under occupation in similar ways. In other words, the exclusion of the
term could be used to equate the Holocaust with suffering under the Soviet Union, or it
could be completely innocent. While it could have easily made this obvious distinction,
we must consider the intended audience of the museum: ethnic Latvians who may be
unaware of the Holocaust except on the periphery and who place the suffering of
themselves or their parents and grandparents under Soviet occupation as more
important simply because it involves them directly.200
Exhibit curators have clearly utilized multiple different narratives, so memory
pluralism is present. This leads us to the question of whether or not the exhibit has
implemented a multidirectional approach. It is true that the Soviet Union and Nazi
Germany used similar methods of violence against different populations, with the (not
insignificant) exception that it was not the intention of Soviet leadership to completely
exterminate ethnic Latvians. How the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany approached
their goals was actually very similar despite the vast differences in intention behind
control of the area (the Soviet Union to control Latvia and its strategic geography as
well as its resources, and the latter to exterminate Jewry and provide Lebensraum for
ethnic Germans). These similarities stretched to the extent of employing the same kind
of train cars to transport innocent civilians to concentration camps and GULAGs.
Exploring the similarities between the experiences of ethnic Latvians under Soviet
occupation and foreign Jews within Latvia under Nazi occupation would indicate the
use of a multidirectional approach; it calls attention to other groups which suffered
during World War II within Latvia, even if they were not Latvian.
However, in this case I would argue that the evidence is greater for this exhibit
utilizing memory plurality to showcase the suffering of ethnic Latvians, phrased in such
a way that Holocaust victim narratives would not compete with those of Soviet victims
as Mark describes.201 Interestingly, opposed to Mark, the exhibit utilized Jewish voices
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in such a way as to also create a unified national identity similar to what Velmet
argues.202 Instead of separating Jewish voices from Latvian ones even though the Jews
discussed in the exhibit were German, not Latvian, their stories are actually bound to
the national Latvian narrative. The problematic elements of the exhibit outweigh the
positive ones, even though I cannot speak to the intentions behind the exhibit and
whether or not this outcome was desired by its creators.203 A truly multidirectional
approach in this case would have been present if there was an obvious attempt to help
link people’s experiences so that they may show a complex understanding of all
narratives, not to mislead one in such a way that it causes the diminishment or erasure
of others.204 The lack of inclusion of ethnic Russian or other minority voices – a portion
of the population which existed in Latvia even before 1940 – is incredibly problematic
in this regard.
Other problematic areas, or areas that could have been improved to really reflect
multidirectional application of memory, were also present to the extent that the visitor
was not given an accurate understanding of the events of the decade 1940-1950 in
Latvia. The continuous presentation of occupation within the exhibit may reflect the
Latvian narrative of the museum as a whole, but ignores such details as the end of
World War II.205 One could argue that some of these things are not common knowledge
to anyone who has not studied the material thoroughly (i.e. the amount of Jews forced
into a train car under the Nazi regime vs the amount of people forced into a train car by
Soviet authorities); the given information in this regard may reflect the curators level
of understanding.206 This is not an excuse, however, for the lack of focus on Jewish
experiences in Latvia during the Holocaust overall as well as the lack of attention given
to other minority groups. If the exhibit were only about train cars, this lack of attention
might be understandable, however the exhibit is meant to showcase different aspects of
life under Soviet and Nazi rule such as deportation and torture.
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Permanent Exhibit
The permanent exhibit at the LOM is fairly large, encompassing four rooms on the first
floor of the museum. The rooms are well lit and spacious and provide a very different
atmosphere than the temporary exhibit examined above in the basement of the building.
Information is mostly conveyed through the use of information panels and some video
archive material rather than an abundance of physical objects. The exhibit itself was
made possible by donations from Biruta and Augusts Grasis, “in the memory of their
relatives, Mārtiņš Leģers and the Zonbergs family, deported in 1941…[and] the artistic
execution was financially supported by the Riga City Council.”207 The authors of the
museum text are historian, deputy museum director, and right-wing populist politician
Ritvars Jansons208 and historian Uldis Neiburgs. There is no music in the exhibit,
though different films and interviews playing in the background provide some measure
of noise. There are some obvious attempts at creating interactive displays as well as
utilizing artistic curation to draw attention to various objects and narrate the story.
Viewers begin in the first room with a brief eight-minute film written by Uldis
Nelburgs and founded by the American Latvian Association of the history of Latvia in
occupation which can be accessed in Latvian, English, German, and Russian.209 The
rest of the room contains an overview of the brief interwar period in Latvia told through
information panels containing text, images, and reproductions of documents. The film
uses very interesting language when discussing different aspects of occupation in
Latvia. The description of the German occupation of Latvia in 1941 in particular is
troubling; language surrounding the Holocaust with phrases such as “Nazi organized
Holocaust,” in particular show an assertion that the Holocaust was brought to Latvia by
the Germans.210 While there is insinuation of local collaboration, these collaborators
are mentioned casually alongside Jewish victims and are not referred to as collaborators
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at all; the language could easily be misinterpreted by the viewer as ethnic Latvians
being victims of the Holocaust rather than Latvians as perpetrators. 211 Terms such as
“crimes against humanity,” are interestingly not used in the context of the Holocaust,
but are used in discussions of the second Soviet occupation. While the film discusses
the Holocaust as a “brutal terror waged against Latvia’s Jews,” it does not mention that
it was, in fact, a genocide.
Other aspects of the film are troubling concerning the Nazi (and Soviet)
occupation. Later conscription into the Waffen-SS, and Red Army for example, is
explained as an illegal draft of Latvian citizens. These men and women are portrayed
as victims of Nazi and Soviet occupied forces. This is legally correct,212 but incredibly
misleading as it fails to address the complexity of conscription and fact that there were
Latvian volunteers in both armies who actually wanted to be there;213 conscription into
the Latvian Legion did not occur until 1943, some two years after numerous (and
completely volunteer-based) Latvian Auxiliary Police units had been formed.214 Some
of these people participated in crimes against humanity, including the Holocaust.215 As
mentioned in a previous section, one of the biggest instigators of the Holocaust in
Latvia was the 300-man volunteer Latvian unit Arājs Commando. Most importantly,
conscripts could actually avoid serving in a combative role by, “choosing to work in
the German military industry or to carry out additional work for the army such as
digging trenches.”216
The second room covers the beginning of the Soviet occupation of Latvia starting
with the Hitler-Stalin pact, otherwise known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, and goes
into the beginning of World War II through to 1941. Like the first room, this is told
primarily through the use of textual information panels available in both English and
Latvian and illustrated by images and reproductions of documents. The few objects on
display within the room generally revolve around the subject of Latvian deportation
into the USSR. The language surrounding the Soviet occupation of Latvia is quite

The exact quote is, “Brutal terror was immediately waged against Latvia’s Jews; the Nazi organized
Holocaust involved some local residents, and 70,000 Latvian, and 20,000 foreign Jews were murdered.”
212 Kazyrytski, Leanid. “Latvian SS-Legion: Past and Present. Some Issues Regarding the Modern
Glorification of Nazism,” Criminal Law Forum 27:3 (2016), 371.
213 Buttar, Prit, Between Giants, 135.
214 Ibid., 144.
215 Ibid., 142. Members of Latvian police auxiliary units were implicated in acts such as guarding the
Warsaw Ghetto as well as trains carrying Jews to Treblinka for extermination.
216 Kazyrytski, “Latvian SS-Legion,” 371.
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interesting as it mostly focuses on the role of key players rather than telling more
personal stories of how the occupation might have affected individual Latvian
citizens.217 Names such as Soviet politician and diplomat Andrei Vyshinsky are
mentioned alongside Latvian Prime Minister of the first Soviet puppet regime, Augusts
Kirhenšteins,218 as the primary instigators of occupation.
Later texts, however, appear to use misleading language when discussing the
repression of former Latvian leaders; particularly telling is the text detailing the fate of
Latvian leader Kārlis Ulmanis who died in a Soviet GULAG. This text specifically
neglects to mention that Ulmanis was an authoritarian dictator who forced himself into
power through a bloodless military coup in May 1934, subsequently merging the offices
of Prime Minister and President together in 1936 in order to maintain power. While the
coup is mentioned in a previous text at the beginning of the exhibit, Ulmanis’ name is
absent and the language used seems to downplay the entire matter by claiming that,
“most human rights remain intact.”219 It also neglected details that involved Ulmanis’
role in the capitulation by Latvia to the Soviet Union’s “Mutual Assistance Pact” about
two months after the Nazi invasion of Poland. While it is true that Latvia faced intense
pressure from the Soviet Union to sign the Pact, nevertheless Ulmanis did play a key
role. His name, however, is not mentioned in the exhibit except for within the context
of his death as a victim of Soviet violence.
Another interesting use of language is that surrounding the description of the initial
Sovietization of Latvia in 1940 versus the Nazification of Latvia in 1941. The word
“terror” is littered throughout the text description of the former, appearing no less than
six times within a single paragraph – almost every other sentence.220 One of the most
common phrases used to describe the Soviet occupation is, “Soviet terror,” from the
very beginning rather than “occupation.” In contrast, the Nazi occupation is labelled as
such until a specific text titled, “Nazi Political Terror Against the People of Latvia.”221
This section comes as a strange shift from the previous parts which seem to imply that
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the only reason the Nazis were interested in Latvia was because they wanted to kill
Communists and Jews.
The section “Nazi Political Terror,” is also telling because of the distinct lack of
mention of Jews except in the context of how Latvians who tried to hide Jews were
persecuted by the Nazi authorities. Latvians, Soviets, Communists, Roma, and mentally
ill are all the victim groups mentioned, but there is a distinct separation of Jews as a
victim group. This is quite troubling since often racial, ethnic, and political groups were
intertwined; some members of Jewish communities, for example, were Communists. In
different Nazi-established concentration and death camps around Europe made
allowances for this in the different coloured triangles often used to distinguish prisoner
types.222 That is not to say that the Holocaust is not mentioned at all – in fact, antiSemitism and the Holocaust both have their own texts in the following sections.223 This
could be interpreted a few different ways, but the initial lack of inclusion of Latvian
Jews as a victim group of Nazi terror along with other Latvian ethnic groups and
minorities suggests a separation of the Jewish community from the greater Latvian
community, rather than just a distinction of suffering.
This separation forms a key point of Radonić’s argument – that Jewish narratives
must be “contained” so that they do not threaten the Latvian narrative – and is
something that I agree with in this exhibit;224 it is only strengthened by the wording
surrounding the Holocaust within Latvia. In the section titled “Anti-Semitic Policies,”
the text says, “[Jews] are not permitted to walk on sidewalks, or to work together with
people of other nationalities.”225 The word “nationality” here, defined by MerriamWebster dictionary as, “national status: a legal relationship involving allegiance on the
part of an individual and usually protection on the part of the state // nationality
bestowed by birth,”226 could imply – particularly to Western audiences – that Latvian
Jews are not legally Latvian nationals.227 The issue of nationality and belonging was
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very important to minority groups during the time period, even as it is today, but
particularly given the context of emergence from Ulmanis’ nationalist dictatorship in
the pre-war era; the regime was very discriminatory against minority groups, except for
those, “…which consider Latvia as their country and fatherland.”228 This interpretation
– and lack of clear distinction between nationality and ethnicity within the text – could
become even more problematic when looking at the language within the section titled
“Change of Occupation Regimes,” where a text discussing how the Wehrmacht and SS
units who entered Riga on 1 July 1941 were greeted by Latvians as liberators of Soviet
oppression.229 Obviously the Jewish population would not have been included as
“Latvians” in this context. While it is true that there were some non-Latvian Jews who
experienced the Holocaust in Latvia, the vast majority of Jews (70,000 of 94,000) that
lived in Nazi-organized ghettos and who were killed in massacres were Latvian.
At the same time as Jews are subtly separated as a group from other Latvians, the
Latvian population in both the Nazi and Soviet cases appear to lack a strong sense of
agency. These occupations happened to Latvians, they were not necessarily something
Latvians participated or had agency in. Any participation at all was forced, according
to the text.230 This is, of course, untrue. As mentioned previously, there was less local
participation in the Holocaust than in neighbouring Eastern European countries such as
Poland, but there was participation, nonetheless.231 The only mention of Latvian
participation in occupation in the texts is the very brief discussion of the Arājs
Commando, and even this is not fully explored. The fact that the Arājs Commando unit
– along with many of the volunteer Latvian police auxiliary battalions – were formed
from volunteers is conveniently forgotten.232 That a great number of these volunteers
were members of the Latvian nationalist political group Pērkonkrusts is also
neglected.233 Their role in the Holocaust in Latvia is mentioned, but it is reserved to a
sentence that admits to their involvement in the murder of 26,000 (about 37%) of

Hanovs, Deniss and Tēraudkalns, Valdis, Ultimate Freedom – No Choice: The Culture of
Authoritarianism in Latvia, 1934-1940 (Leiden: Brill Publishing, 2013), 33.
229 See appendix for an image of the text discussing Change of Occupation Regimes (image 18).
230 See appendix for an image of the text claiming this (image 19).
231 Kott, Matthew, “Antisemitism in Contemporary Latvia,” 37.
232 Buttar, Prit, Between Giants, 141.
233 Ibid., 141; Pērkonkrusts was an extreme nationalist/fascist movement in Latvia that was highly antiSoviet but also anti-German. Of the two, however, most Pērkonkrusts members chose to flee to Germany
to avoid probable Soviet persecution.
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Latvian Jews at Rumbula,234 and actions taken by other police auxiliary units in other
areas of the country are not mentioned.235
The lack of expressed Latvian agency in the Holocaust and afterward follows pretty
similar “double genocide” memory trends that attempt to portray Eastern Europeans as
powerless in the face of totalitarian control.236 Display text titled, “Latvian Soldiers in
the Armed Forces of Nazi Germany,” for example, follows the film in portraying
Latvians as victims of Nazi conscription to join the SS after the formation of the Latvian
Legion in 1943.237 Words such as “compulsory conscriptions,” and placing the word
“volunteer” within quotation marks (indicating facetiousness) take away the agency of
Latvian participants. The author goes out of their way to discuss General Rūdolfs
Bangerskis – Inspector General of the Latvian Legion – and his purported
powerlessness in the face of Nazi control. When the Legion was formed, Latvians were
under the impression that Bangerskis would be at its head; instead he was relegated to
the position of Inspector General, duties unspecified.238 There is even a separate text in
a later panel declaring outright that, “both occupation powers conscript the inhabitants
of Latvia by force.”239 Overall 115,000 Latvians served in the SS and other Nazi
military units; despite conscription, which only affected about 90,000 men,240 the
likelihood that few or none of these volunteered for service is low though I’m sure there
were many who did feel forced. This approach to language appears similar to exhibits
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as helping deport Jews to Treblinka for extermination. Other actions such as the 16th and 21st Police
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in other museums in post-Communist countries, such as the Slovak National Museum,
who hope to “rehabilitate” a problematic figure or group.241 The only portion of the
exhibit that really discusses agency and action on the part of locals come from panels
that discuss different Latvian nationalist partisan movements fighting against both
Soviet and Nazi forces.242
The topic of resistance also shows anti-Communist bias within museum texts.
There are numerous panels about resistance movements within Latvia, not only against
the Soviet regime but also against the Nazis. There is a noticeable difference between
how different resistance groups (particularly resistance groups that are labelled “proSoviet” and those that are considered to be fighting for an independent Latvia) are
described.243 Latvian independence resistance groups fighting the Nazis who have little
or no connection with “pro-Soviet” resistance groups doing the same are portrayed as
using non-violent methods primarily. Men and women who participate in Latvian
resistance utilize methods such as “criticis[ing] Nazi policies, condemn[ing]
collaboration with the occupying powers, and distribut[ing] underground newspapers
and leaflets.”244
The Kurelian fighting unit is discussed as an example of violent resistance against
Nazis.245 The Kurelians were a pro-Latvian independence unit formed mostly of
previous members of the Nazi disbanded Latvian Home Guard and deserters of the
Latvian Legion. After the Nazis violently disarmed the unit they continued to fight
against the Nazis until the end of 1944. Despite violence as their resistance method,
they are described mainly as victims of Nazi manipulation and force; the language used
to tell the story of the Kurelian group attempts to inspire a sense of sympathy – their
hopes and dreams for a strong, independent Latvia are played upon by the Nazi
authorities and later cruelly ripped away from them. Their leader Jānis Kurelis is
arrested and many in the unit are sentenced to death. In the face of this, the group
manages to struggle against the Nazis until they decide to disperse in December 1944.
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Any kind of violence from these groups directed towards civilians is completely
ignored, despite at least one incident with civilian casualties.246
In contrast, “pro-Soviet” resistance groups who fought against the Nazis appear
much less tragic. According to the text, all resistance groups that support the Soviet
Union are organized by the Soviet Union and are made up mostly of, “supporters of the
USSR who remain in Latvia.”247 This phrase is interesting in that it does not designate
these supporters as Latvian, despite the fact that at least some of them probably were.248
The language itself seems to hint that any kind of Soviet support was among nonLatvians living in the country (such as Russians, etc). Later sentences strengthen this
idea, claiming that the Soviet Union receives, “…limited support…from the inhabitants
of Latvia, since people remember well the Year of Terror under Soviet occupation.”
Even more, their actions are described not as fighting, but as “terror acts against the
German Army…officials in the Nazi Occupation Administration, and against other
inhabitants of Latvia.” Emphasis is placed on the number of Latvian civilians killed by
these groups, and in some instances completely lacks any context for why different
villages or towns were targeted.249 The fact that some members of these resistance
groups may have included Jewish Latvians as a means to fight against the Nazis and
escape the Holocaust is completely ignored.
Other differences in the description of the Holocaust versus ethnic Latvian
experiences during Nazi and Soviet occupation show a drastic lack of exploration of
the differences between the victimhood of both groups. It is an exploration of these
differences that is very important for an application of a multidirectional approach, so
the lack of it is troublesome. One prominent example is seen in an information panel
that discusses the monetary benefit the Nazis gained by exploiting ethnic Latvians.250
The financial exploitation of Jews during the Holocaust has been an increasingly
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popular topic of focus for scholars in recent years. Jews were forced to forfeit their
valuables and belongings (including residential and commercial property) for the
benefit of the Soviet Union at first, and ethnic Germans and Nazis after this. In Latvia,
an estimated 400 million Reichsmark worth of property had been confiscated from Jews
and Communists.251 Even today the loss of property within the Jewish community can
be seen around the city of Riga; the old Jewish cemetery has been completely cleared
of headstones and remains as a park to the west of the city above the Daugava river.
Many historical synagogues and community centres destroyed by war and actions of
the Nazis during the Holocaust have been unrecoverable for the community due to
arbitrary rules put in place in the Soviet and post-Soviet period.252
This inability for Jewish communities to recover from their massive losses is true
in Latvia as elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Many Jews in Latvia before WWII had
contributed enormously to the economic prosperity of the newly formed Latvian state.
The nearly complete annihilation of the community in Latvia included near complete
financial loss one a community and individual level. While ethic Latvians did suffer
great financial harm from both Soviet and Nazi exploitation, loss within the Latvian
Jewish community was much more drastic. This loss is not discussed in either the
information panel about the Holocaust, nor how Nazis exploited Latvia for material
benefit.253 While the author of the text could have meant that the Jewish population is
included in the latter, the context given of exploitation indicates otherwise. For
example, the text discusses the Nazi move to return of property nationalized by Soviets
in order to gain support within the local population – obviously this return of property
did not extend to the nation’s Jews.254 As financial loss of the Jewish population of
Europe was an integral aspect of the Holocaust it is strange that is missing, even within
the two sentences dedicated to explaining about how Jews were forced to move into
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ghettos.255 This, to me, follows Radonić’s argument that Jewish suffering was ignored
so that it could not “compete” with ethnic Latvian suffering.256
The remainder of the main exhibit in the museum focuses mostly on Latvian
victimhood under the second Soviet occupation. There are a few further films playing
within the exhibit – particularly in the fourth and final room – that feature interviews
with different members of society about their experiences as victims. There are also
discussions on how Latvians fought in partisan movements against a second Soviet
occupation. Even Latvian Communists are separated from the USSR in such a way that
it appears few, if any, Latvians actually participated in Latvian SSR government
activity.257 The final section of the exhibit focuses on a “National Rebirth” of Latvia
and the movement to break away from the USSR beginning in 1987 until their
independence in 1991.
Overall, the main exhibit follows similar trends within Eastern European lieux des
mémoire which place greater emphasis on the suffering of the primary ethnic population
(in this case Latvians) at the expense of other groups. Velmet, in his examination of the
LOM argues that, “by focusing on social changes affecting large groups of people
regardless of ethnicity and emphasizing the repressive nature of the Soviet culture, the
museum does not excessively privilege the majority identity.”258 Were this argument
true, it would go a long way to showing that the museum has implemented a
multidirectional approach to the presentation of memory. The problem, however, is that
I do not believe this to be the case; there are too many problems within the exhibit that
disprove this statement. The language utilized to describe different historical events and
the different kinds of contexts surrounding the actions of different groups show an
obvious bias against Russian or communist narratives of WWII in Latvia, and in some
instances a separation of minority groups from the greater Latvian national makeup – a
phenomenon discussed mostly by Radonić in her analysis that claims that Holocaust
memory is “contained”.259 The actions of Latvians who participated in the Holocaust
are downplayed except for those within the infamous Arājs Kommando. In this case, I
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believe that the main exhibit reflects a need to separate the suffering of ethnic Latvians
under the Soviet Union with the suffering of Latvian Jews so that they cannot compete,
as Mark argues.260 Just as Amy Sodaro stated about the House of Terror in Budapest,
the political focus within and behind the scenes of the museum as well as the distinct
focal imbalance within the exhibit should make visitors question its authenticity, but
the emotional impact of the story told makes it compelling to an ignorant audience.261
Available for purchase at the museum shop at the end of the main exhibit are quite
a few texts that discuss the main topic of the museum and subjects related to this. For
this thesis, however, I will only touch upon the subject of the printed materials
published by the museum itself as a companion to the main exhibition. At the time of
my visit there were two publications that fit this criterion available in English and
Latvian; the first is a booklet titled, The Three Occupations of Latvia, 1940-1991:
Soviet and Nazi Take-Overs and Their Consequences. The booklet is the sixth revised
edition and was published in 2016 by Latvijas Okupācijas Muzeja Biedrība (OMB).
The contents were compiled from information in the exhibit and objects in the museum
archive by museum staff, notably Valters Nollendorfs, Dzintra Bungs, Gundega
Michele, and Uldis Neiburgs. Support for publication was by the Riga City Council.
Cover to cover it is 49 pages in length and completely in English. It cost 6€.
From the outset the bias of this booklet is tangible. On the immediate inside of the
front cover are two explanatory prelude texts with the headings, “The Perfidious
Handshake,” and “The Perfidious Agreement.”262 This handshake and agreement refers
to the Moltov-Ribbentrop Pact made by Nazi Germany and the USSR in 1939 in a
secretive attempt to divide countries in Eastern Europe between themselves. The entry
text is, in a historiographical context, equally dubious in that the actual implementation
of the agreement on Latvia – or the fact that the occupation was approved of (probably
forcibly) by the pre-War dictator of Latvia under the pressure of a Nazi invasion from
the West is completely ignored. All that is mentioned that the initial Soviet occupation

Mark, “Containing Fascism,” 38.
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was forced upon them.263 While this is technically true, the historical events that led to
the first Soviet occupation itself help to give the situation greater complexity and help
to discourage the creation of an overly-biased account.
As the text continues, the loaded language used does not abate. For example, at the
end of page nine the booklet proclaims, in bold lettering, “Never an aggressor in World
War II, Latvia became one of [the war’s] major victims.”264 The section on page 27
titled, “The Nazi German Occupation 1941-1944/45” is manipulative in that it does not
mention immediately the relieved welcome that Nazi troops had when entering Latvia
in 1941; instead, it places special emphasis on the victimization of the Latvian people
under the Soviet regime between 1940 and 1941 so as to help the reader understand (or
perhaps pity) the Latvian situation at the time. It implies that – were Latvia under the
Soviets not so terrifying and dangerous – Latvians would hardly have welcomed the
Nazis with open arms as they did. Perhaps this is true. However, considering that
speculation of this kind cannot be proven in either case, its inclusion only serves to
strengthen the portrait of Latvian victimhood under the Soviet regime. At the same
time, it also helps to sway the reader into a specific historical perspective that rejects
any other narrative but the official Latvian.
The subsequent section on the Holocaust on page 28 is equally manipulative in its
portrayal of events. The title of the section, “The Holocaust in Latvia,” is very
interesting in that it does not evoke the oft-used term, “Nazi Holocaust,” or “Nazi
Organized Holocaust.” The latter two terms are common in many post-Communist
museums to distance their countries and people from the events of the Holocaust. The
remainder of the text in the paragraph seems to almost completely deny involvement of
the Latvian people in the Holocaust. The notorious Arājs Kommando and their
involvement in the Holocaust in Latvia is completely ignored; instead, the majority of
the text is dedicated to portraying Latvian citizens as noble for refusing to rise to the
bait of Nazi provocation and misinformation that Jews were Soviet Communists.265
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This is patently untrue – Latvians did participate in the Holocaust as perpetrators,
rescuers, as well as bystanders.266
Also telling are the sections on pages 29 and 30 that discuss Latvian participation
in the Wehrmacht and the SS. In one instance the author attempts to argue that because
the SS volunteer unit called the Latvian Legion was not technically an actual SS unit,
the Legionnaires were not working with the SS.267 They also claim that the unit itself
was not a volunteer unit at all, and that, “the word ‘volunteer’ was used as a devious
device to avoid transgressing the 1907 Hague Convention’s rules against conscripting
people of occupied countries.”268 While it is true that many Latvians were conscripted
into fighting for the Nazis during World War II, it is false that absolutely none of them
volunteered of their own free-will; as discussed previously, the Latvian Legion WaffenSS unit was formed in 1943 and did utilize conscription, but it was possible to choose
non-combat roles within the military.269 Too, volunteer-based Latvian police auxiliary
units had been active in the Nazi military alongside the SS and the Wehrmacht since
1941. This type of victimizing language in the context of Latvian suffering versus
participation in the Holocaust is a blatant attempt to diminish the latter, and very similar
to what Radonić argues in her work.270 In this instance, I cannot agree with Velmet’s
interpretation of the inclusion of Holocaust memory (that it is used to frame Latvian
national victimhood but that it is altogether well commented upon).271 I would
cautiously agree with Mark’s interpretation that Jewish narratives are framed in such a
way so as not to compete with Latvian victimhood,272 but would even go further in
stating that it actively represses factual information to this end.
The second publication, titled Latvijas Okupācijas Muzejs: 1940-1991, Museum of
the Occupation of Latvia, and is the Fifth Edition of its kind, published in 2018. Its
contents were based on a previous volume published in 1998 but has been re-written to
reflect advancement in research. Its printing was supported financially by the Latvian
Foundation – a non-profit, “association of donors who wish to cultivate and support
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Latvian education and culture for the future,”273 as well as the Museum itself. Contents
were written and edited primarily by Valters Nollendorfs. Cover to cover it is 210 pages
in length and contains content in both Latvian and English. It cost 20€.
From the beginning of the book, the kind of language used to describe the Latvian
people is troubling in its attempts at portraying Latvians as a kind of penultimate victim.
It must be mentioned, however, that the language is not as obviously troubling as the
2016 booklet publication. The introduction by Paulis Lazda, co-founder of the museum,
directly compares the exile of refugee Latvians living in the Americas and Europe
during the second Soviet occupation to the plight of diaspora Jews who were exiled
from Jerusalem over 2,000 years previous.274 Even if one were to ignore the fact that
diaspora Jews faced thousands of years of pogroms and unequal treatment from their
Christian and Muslim neighbours,275 this comparison is troubling in the context. This
type

of

rhetoric

is

often

used

in

cases

where

memory is

used

to,

“[validate]…victimhood under Soviet occupation while keeping hidden or even
denying responsibility in the extermination of Jews during World War II.”276
This kind of Latvian-victimhood narrative is consistently present throughout the
rest of the book, particularly in the beginning. First, interwar dictator Kārlis Ulmanis’
authoritarian reign is completely ignored within the section that discusses pre-war
Latvia after its independence in 1918 and its occupation in 1940; the fact that Ulmanis
capitulated to the USSR and handed control over the territory to them is not mentioned
– even in passing.277 As mentioned previously, this is an important aspect of
understanding the situation in Latvia entering the first Soviet occupation, and thus its
absence is striking. At best, it allows for a mistaken interpretation of exactly how the
USSR forced themselves into occupying the Baltic countries (and Latvia in particular).
Important to understand is that this mistaken interpretation would only benefit the
Latvian narrative as it leaves little room for history to contradict it.278
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This section is also problematic in that it plays into the Nazi propagandist
stereotype that Soviets and Jews were working together. “A significant number of
Latvia’s Russians and Jews participated…Even Jewish sources agree that leftists
among the Jewish population were active in the occupation but point out that this did
not apply to most of the Jews in Latvia.”279 The addition of this sentence to this section
shows that the author is attempting to divide different ethnic groups in multiple ways.
Firstly, the use of the term, “Latvia’s” instead of “Latvian” in my opinion creates a
distinction between ethnic Latvians and the “other” (in this case Russians and Jews).
This runs counter to Velmet’s argument that minority groups are incorporated into
Latvian national identity so that Latvian victimhood narratives appear strong. 280 They
are not so much Latvian Russians and Jews as they are Russians and Jews who just
happen to live in Latvia. While this distinction is preferred by many ethnic groups, the
subject is different in the case of Jews as integration into the host country is often
considered to be a sign of becoming a part of the makeup of that country. 281 Secondly,
there is absolutely no mention of ethnic Latvian participation in the Soviet occupation
– only Russian and Jewish – despite the existence of numerous Latvians within the
Komsomol who later fought in pro-Soviet partisan groups against the Nazis.282 As with
any charged political situation, the first Soviet occupation of Latvia was helped along
by people of many different ethnic groups, including Latvians. Finally, as mentioned
previously, the belief that the Latvian Jewish population was over-represented and very
active in the Soviet occupation is, ironically, based on Nazi propaganda brought to
Latvia in 1941.283 The inclusion of this argument is problematic in that it could be used
to justify ethnic Latvian violence towards Jews during the Nazi occupation.
The marked inclusion of Jewish activism in the Soviet occupation shows a stark
contrast with their exclusion in sections pertaining to mass deportation; as previously
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mentioned, many Latvian Jews were instrumental in helping interwar Latvia recover
financially from the Depression of the 1930s. Jewish intelligentsia and businesspeople
owned many successful businesses around the country.284 It was these groups who were
targeted by the Soviet regime for deportation along with political dissenters and others.
Yet, the section titled, “Mass Deportation to Distant Regions of the USSR” makes no
mention of Jews – or any other minority groups – who were deported along with ethnic
Latvians by the Soviet government. Why their presence should be included in the
former section on Soviet participation, and not the latter on Soviet victimhood, is worth
noting for its potential bias.
The book does, however, explore other problems inherent to the narratives of
minority groups within Latvia, particularly Jews. The sections on pages 60 to 64 focus
primarily on the Holocaust and subjects related to the Holocaust. The author makes
sure to mention Roma as well as the Jewish population as targets for genocide, and
specifically points out that these ethnic minority groups were, in fact, Latvian;285
considering the previous language which could be interpreted as distancing of ethnic
Jews, this seems to be an interesting turn-around. It also does not completely gloss over
Latvian participation in the Holocaust like the 2016 publication; The Arājs Commando
unit, discussed previously as the main Latvian instigators of the Holocaust and present
both within the ghetto and at the Rumbula forest massacre, has its own section on page
62. The section does not attempt to hide any of the activities or give lower estimates of
the number of men within the unit, and fully discloses how many people they killed and
for what kinds of purposes. It does not, however, discuss the actions of Latvian units
outside of the Arājs Commando and how they participated in the Holocaust as well as
other crimes against humanity.
Not only does the book mention Latvian collaboration in the Holocaust, it also
touches on Soviet anti-Semitism and the persecution of the Jewish population in the
Soviet Union after the war. On page 117 under the section titled, “Soviet AntiSemitism,” different kinds of repressions Latvian Jews who survived the Holocaust
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faced are discussed including the infamous “doctors’ plot”.286 Very interestingly, the
book also includes a section on page 64 on lingual anti-Semitism. One argument within
the Latvian community after independence is the use of the word žīds versus ebrejs to
talk about Jews. Žīds is the traditional Latvian term for “Jew” and began etymologically
with a mostly neutral connotation until 1941 when it was used as a derogatory
designation by the Nazi government. Because of this, and because of its relative
similarity to the Russian slur zhid (“yid” or “kike”), many within the modern Jewish
community prefer the term ebrejs (or “Hebrew”) first introduced by the Soviet
authorities in 1940. The explanation of this modern lingual argument is not necessarily
critical to the understanding of the Holocaust in Latvia, but it gives the reader extra
context. Its inclusion, despite the non-necessity, shows a willingness to engage and
explore the differences in experiences between Jews and other groups during this period
and afterwards. This is an integral part of multidirectional application, but not
necessarily indicative of its presence.
These differences are also explored more in-depth on page 71 in the section titled
“Collaboration”. This section discusses collaboration, what it entails, and explains that,
“many collaborators justify their actions as undertaken to prevent a possible greater
harm. Although it is difficult to evaluate such claims, equating any collaboration with
treason is relative and oftentimes depends on the perspective of the person making the
judgement, as well as the historical distance from the events.”287 The text attempts to
show that the circumstances surrounding the Holocaust gave the Jewish minority a
different perspective on who was the “greater or lesser evil” than ethnic Latvians. Most
importantly, it acknowledges that, “a new social and political consensus and identity in
re-emergent independent Latvia will be able to come about only after the contradictions
in the society created by the occupation have been fully understood and overcome,
including those of collaboration and resistance.”288
The inclusion of this sentence goes a long way to showing the intentions of the
museum. While they are admittedly completely dedicated to telling the Latvian
narrative of the events surrounding World War II and afterwards, the inclusion of
certain sections of text such as the discussion of the Holocaust in Latvia and Latvian
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participation vis-à-vis the Arājs Commando shows memory pluralism. This does not
mean that the museum has successfully implemented a multidirectional approach,
however. One of the critical keys to multidirectional memory is the exploration of
narratives in such a way that the suffering of groups are not diminished, denied, or
placed in competition. The obvious diminishment and erasure of Russian or Soviet
voices, as well as a diminishment of Jewish voices and downplaying Latvian roles in
the Holocaust, makes it obvious that multidirectional approaches have not been applied.
As a whole, the conclusions of Mark about the LOM appear to be the most accurate –
that the Jewish narrative is presented in such a way that it does not compete with
Latvian narratives.289 Latvian participation in events such as the Holocaust are either
ignored or attributed to a small minority group of members of the Waffen-SS who had,
according to the museum, been forcibly conscripted into that role.

Žanis Lipkes Memorial Museum: A Comparison
The second museum that I will analyse in this thesis is the Žanis Lipkes Memorial
Museum, or Žaņa Lipkes Memoriāls (hereafter referred to as ŽLM). Due to the
asymmetry in quantity of content available in the museum, I will use this section to
compare the differences in how ŽLM and LOM approach memory pluralism. The ŽLM
was opened in 2013 under the auspices of the Presidents of both Latvia and Israel,
though had its foundations in 2000. That year, museum founders Māris Gailis, a
businessman working in real estate, and his friend Augusts Sukuts were exposed to the
story of Žanis Lipke and Holocaust rescuers while watching a documentary film about
the Holocaust in Riga. In 2005, along with Lipke’s daughter-in-law Aria Lipke, they
set up a foundation to help fundraising to build the museum. Construction on the
museum began in 2009 under the leadership of Latvian architect Zaiga Gaile and was
finished in 2012. It is a private museum and was built using only private donations,
though it does receive some funding from the Latvian state vis-à-vis grants. The
museum is free to visitors with donations welcomed.
The intended purpose of the museum according to Gailis and museum staff is to
provide a more thorough, complex understanding of the Holocaust in Latvia; to bring
Latvian rescuers during the Holocaust into discussions of Latvian participation (as
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opposed to focusing on Latvian perpetrators); and to help educate people in such a way
that we can learn from the past to build a more tolerant, peaceful future.290 This is one
of the first major differences between LOM and ŽLM, and one that goes a long way
towards showing the multidirectional intention of the latter. One of the most basic
aspects of each museum is its purpose. In the case of the Museum of the Occupation of
Latvia, the purpose is made very clear to visitors. It is intended to be a space to
remember the history of Latvia under occupation and how it (negatively) affected
Latvians; it is a space to commemorate those who have lost their lives and the lives of
those closest to them during the occupations; and finally it is meant to be a space to
remind Latvia and the world, “…the most painful events of occupation and the most
painful memories from that time.”291 The Žanis Lipkes Memorial Museum, on the other
hand, has proclaimed itself to be a place to commemorate one of the primary Latvian
rescuers of Jews (and others) during the Holocaust. It hopes to use this space to bring
history to the present and inspire a better, more tolerant and accepting future for Latvia
and the world.
While the intended statement of purpose of the Museum of Occupation is one that
is important, its very nature is one that rejects multidirectionality. Considering that there
are three primary narratives at play in Latvia at the moment (Latvian, Russian, and
Jewish), the aspects which bring these in opposition means that focusing on one could
easily lead to the to the diffusion or exclusion of another or both. In this case, the
Russian narrative is completely ignored in favour of the Latvian, and multidirectional
application of history present within the museum and its materials is focused solely on
allowing space for the Latvian, and some Jewish, perspectives of occupation. In terms
of the Holocaust versus GULAG argument, this is incredibly important to note. As
mentioned in chapter two, discussions of the Jewish experience in Eastern Europe
during the Holocaust are a critical factor in the adoption of memory pluralism in cultural
memory spaces. It shows a shift away from mnemonic warrior-ism to mnemonic
pluralism.
The statement of purpose of the Žanis Lipkes Memorial Museum, unlike the
Occupation Museum, is made for the express purpose of providing a multidirectional
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message. By focusing on the story of Žanis Lipkes and his family, the museum shows
how the three most prominent narratives of the occupation period in modern Latvia are
actually intertwined. This intertwining is inherently pluralistic or multidirectional.
More importantly, their purpose for presenting these narratives in such a way that the
viewer is exposed to each is to create a more tolerant, accepting, and inclusive Latvia.
This means that their active purpose is to tie together the different points of view that
Latvians had – and currently have – even if those points of view do not necessarily
promote a traditional Latvian narrative as pushed by the Occupation Museum.
The website of the museum is available in Latvian, English, and Russian. It gives
basic information about the museum and its conception, the architectural and heavy
artistic symbolism utilized in the creation of the museum, as well as related topics and
publications. Digital educational content is not available on the website; however, the
museum does work with schools around Latvia and Europe in the hopes of furthering
people’s education. The number of school groups has grown drastically, quintupling
since the museum’s foundation with 310 students in 2013 to 1295 students in 2018.292
Importantly in terms of utilizing a multidirectional approach to cultural memory,
students of both Latvian and Russian-speaking schools participate in the museum’s
educational program. Because of the importance of using narratives in a
multidirectional approach, to give context and provide a more complex understanding
of the historical focus, the inclusion of minority groups as pupils is very important.
Overall, the number of regular visitors has more than tripled from 3415 in 2013 to
10344 in 2018, many of whom are tourists. The October 2018 premiere of a Latvian
film about Žanis Lipke, titled Tēvs Nakts, or The Mover, has brought considerably more
local attention to the subject of Žanis Lipke and inspired more locals to visit the
museum.
As previously mentioned, symbolism plays an important role in the ŽLM. The
location of the museum, the design construction of the building, as well as its contents
all serve a purpose in telling the story of Žanis Lipke and his role as a rescuer during
the Holocaust. Unlike many regular museums, there are numerous ways in which the
ŽLM helps to explain the significance of every decision in the design process both
inside the museum and on the website. Currently there are two exhibits in the museum,
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though only one – the main exhibit – is relevant to this thesis.293 Also unlike many other
museums who attract visitors through ease of access, the ŽLM was built in a primarily
residential area of Riga across the river from touristy Downtown and Old Town. The
building was constructed on the property of the Lipke family, where many of the people
rescued by Žanis and his wife were hidden and where members of the family still live
today.
From the outside, the museum appears non-descript. Apart from spray-painted
signs indicating the museum entrance, one might be completely ignorant of its
existence.294 The front entry to the museum is a non-descript door in the style of a casual
wooden shed with the word Muzejs (Museum) spray-painted in white. Beside the door
is a small plaque indicating hours of operation of the museum, the name of the museum
just beneath, and a doorbell with intercom system. Visitors must ring the doorbell for
entry. The museum entry is meant to replicate the symbolic idea of the museum
architecture design as a whole; Žanis Lipke was a stevedore and dock-worker just
before World War II living in this small fishing village, Ķīpsala, just across the river
from Riga. The building, like Žanis’ life, was heavily influenced by the micro-history
of Ķīpsala and was created to reflect the style of tarred wood-sheds commonly built by
local fisherman and sailors down to the colour and, supposedly, the smell.295
The entry-hall of the building is also heavily symbolic. The theme of a wooden shed
continues; the wooden slats of the walls are not completely joined, and strips of light
do manage to push their way through the walls but not so much as to really illuminate
the space. Dramatic lighting from below a walkway creates the visual illusion of a
darkened path only distinguishable by the absence of the light at its sides. Following
this to the entrance to the actual museum building, the pathway appears to lead to a
kind of portal room, with a single wooden door lit by a small yellow light.296 One of
the main themes of the museum itself is the concept of darkness giving way to light.
The actual museum entry hall is small with wood panelled walls. Immediately upon
entry to the museum one encounters a wall piled high with firewood set behind a large
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glass panel. A brass bell hangs beside the door for visitors to call for attendance if no
museum staff are immediately present in the staff audio-guide booth. The lighting is
dramatic, playing on that theme of darkness and light, and because of this the visitor’s
image is illuminated against the glass surface of the firewood.
This is a surprisingly symbolic and important beginning to the exhibit, as detailed
by the first audio-guide entry. From the very beginning, the museum content tries to
outwardly show its intentions in its methodology, even if not outright; the purpose of
the firewood behind glass, for example, is representative of the stack of firewood
underneath which Žanis Lipke and his family built a bunker to hide various refugees –
primarily Jews – during World War II. The audio-guide entry implores the listener to
look into their reflection in the glass and think about what or how they personally might
have reacted in a similar situation.297 While arguably somewhat semantic, it is possible
that asking these kinds of questions might influence people’s behaviour in the future.
Regardless, the mere fact of this inclusion is interesting since a vast majority of the
Latvian people might be considered bystanders during the Holocaust – Žanis Lipke, his
family, and his associates were the some of the primary Latvian rescuers during the
Holocaust.
The actual exhibit is interestingly positioned within the space, though the main
section is located up a set of wooden stairs on the first floor. To get to the stairway,
visitors must walk down a narrow wooden hallway lit by light panels along the floor.
As they move, visitors will trigger motion-activated speakers. The sound is of creaking
wooden floorboards and further ties the visitor to the experience as a whole. Walking
up the stairs and entering the main hall of the exhibit, one is faced with a very interesting
space made entirely of the same wooden slats in a dimly lit room. The space is relatively
simple, with only thin streaks of light shining from behind the boards and thick wooden
support beams along the walls and ceiling. There are no obvious objects or images on
display at first glance, only a number of small wooden display boxes, or stations,
against each wall sandwiching a much larger box in the centre of the room. Despite
appearing overly simplistic, or even dilapidated, the lighting and sound create a solemn
atmosphere.298
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Sound is a particularly novel addition to the exhibit. Similar to the motion-activated
footsteps on the floor below, sound in the main exhibit room is treated as an element of
the story in and of itself. It is complex and advanced, with multiple sensors set up in
various parts of the room that influence and change which sounds are playing when
depending on the location and number of people in the room; thus a single visitor who
walks the room clock-wise and pauses at each small station will have a completely
different musical experience than a group of three or four visitors who walk the room
anti-clockwise and spend little or no time at each station. The overarching music is a
soft composition that could be categorized as ambient music. Tastefully incorporated
into this are everyday noises relevant to the subject at each station, for example the
sound of chickens clucking, waves at the beach, or a wind-chime.
Each station contains a section of the history of Žanis Lipke, his family, and his
role as a rescuer during the Holocaust. It focuses mostly on the life of Lipke beginning
from his marriage to Johanna onward. The information is imparted to the viewer
through an audio-guide primarily, available in English, Latvian, and Russian, and thus
the majority of each station is dedicated to displaying various objects that help to tell
the overall story. Objects vary, from child’s drawings, official Nazi paperwork,
pictures, a small Torah scroll, etc, and culminating in letters from those the Lipke’s
managed to rescue from all over the world as well as the “Righteous Among the
Nations” medal that Žanis received in 1977.299 Each station is back-lit so that the viewer
can more easily see the objects, and each includes a moveable magnifying glass so it’s
possible to really examine things in-depth.
Important to note so as to best understand the symbolism within the ŽLM, Žanis
and his wife began rescuing Jews from the ghetto and at first attempted to hide them
around the city of Riga in various different hiding places and safe houses. When this
became too dangerous, Žanis built a hidden bunker (mentioned earlier in this section)
by hand underneath the woodpile in his front yard where people hid. It is a recreation
of this bunker that takes up a large part of the main museum exhibition – the central
station that is the main foundation of the exhibit. Looking into the opening of the
station, the viewer is able to peer down through two storeys of rooms. The first storey
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closest to the station shows the inside of a wooden sukkah,300 its floorboards cut open
to reveal a “hidden” bunker containing four small wooden benches, one along each
wall. In the centre of the concrete floor plays a black and white video with English
subtitles of an interview with Johanna Lipke some months before her death. The use of
a sukkah here is incredibly apt, particularly in its use of hiding a re-created bunker, and
goes a long way to showing the intention of the museum and its message; as described
by the audio guide, in Judaism the sukkah is built during the week of Sukkot and is
meant to symbolize the shelter that God gave to the Israelites after they fled Egypt.301
It is often meant to remind us that we should follow God’s example in giving shelter to
those in need as well as that sometimes life can bring us hardship and struggle, so
remember this in times of plenty. The inclusion of the sukkah shows that while the
overall story of the museum is one of saviours during the Holocaust, the Jewish
narrative within the museum will be explored as it is directly tied to Žanis’ – and to
Latvia’s.
The audio-guide tells us that Lipke and his wife, despite being not formally
educated, were fluent in multiple languages;302 Riga at that time was a cultural hub
where different ethnicities intermingled with one another along with different
languages. German, Polish, and Yiddish were common languages for ethnic Latvians
to learn on top of Latvian and Russian. Lipke and his family were no different, which
made it much easier for the family to be able to integrate with every occupying force
and to understand what was happening as each stage of the war progressed. When the
first Soviet occupation came, Lipke’s first child – his only daughter Aina – joined the
Komsomol. Two of Lipke’s three children served under the Soviet Union banner but
importantly, phrases utilized by LOM such as “forcible conscription” are avoided in
both contexts within the museum.303 She was evacuated in 1941 as the Germans
approached.
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His second child – son Alfrēds – was conscripted into Nazi auxiliary service
digging trenches in 1943 and Žanis and his family decided not to shelter him from the
Nazis so that they would be able to carry on rescuing others.304 The inclusion of the
nature of Alfrēds’ work is incredibly important because it shows the listener that there
were alternative conscription paths available to ethnic Latvians besides joining the
Wehrmacht or the Latvian Legion – something that LOM never once mentions. Phrases
such as “forced conscription” are also not used in the context of the Nazi occupation.
The audio guide then explains that Alfrēds became ill in the summer of 1944 and was
evacuated into Germany with the advance of the Soviet army. The Lipke family did not
hear from Alfrēds until many years later. Aina was able to return home, but in late
winter 1947 Aina perished under suspicious circumstances while walking home from
the theatre with her husband. Žanis and his family were convinced that she had been
killed by her husband but knew that he would never stand punishment for any crime as
he had a relatively important position within the Soviet government. This would have
been an ideal moment for the audio-guide to play up the idea of Russian or Soviet terror
as the LOM often does, but the absence of demonization against the Soviet authorities
despite the tragedy in this case goes a long way in showing how potentially conflicting
narratives are treated with care and caution.
It is partially due to this care in the handling of and language surrounding diverging
narratives that allows the museum to really show the complexity of the history of WWII
and Soviet Latvia and shows us that ŽLM has applied a multidirectional approach
where the LOM has not. The ŽLM is incredibly careful in their portrayal of people with
all three major divergent narratives. Different groups are never demonized, and the
viewer is never exposed to ideas or beliefs that may have questionable origins for the
purpose of promoting their point of view. For example, the inclusion of the anti-Semitic
trope that Jews were, or worked with, the Communists is notably absent within the
ŽLM. This is not so much the case in the LOM, whose materials make a point to
mention Jewish involvement in the first Soviet occupation in at least one place, as
discussed in the previous chapter of this thesis. The story of Žanis Lipke, his wife, and
their immediate family are is in and of itself a fascinating micro-history that reflects the
convolution of the life of an average Latvian family. It reflects numerous narratives at
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play within the context of World War II and Post-war Latvia, and the memorial museum
shows how these narratives can interact with one another to build a more rich and
complex understanding of a chaotic period by using a multidirectional approach;
because of the complexity and vastly different experiences of every member of the
Lipke family during this time period, the museum has had to be very careful in how
they present seemingly dichotomous concepts such as, “perpetrator,” and “victim.”
Language used to distance ethnic Latvians from both the Nazi and Soviet
administrations is also not applied in the ŽLM as it is in the LOM; perhaps as the nature
of the Lipke family’s experience was so tied to the idea of various members working
with different authorities, it would have been impossible to do so. However, rather than
portraying Aina and Alfrēds Lipke as victims of forced Soviet and Nazi conscription as
the Occupation Museum frequently did, the ŽLM did not. Instead, they used this forced
family fragmentation to highlight that even though different family members may have
chosen different paths during the war, they remained agents in their own life story and
attempted to do the best they could to survive the situation while helping others. For
example, in the audio-guide section on Aina Lipke, who had joined the Komsomol in
1940 and returned in late 1944, we are told that Aina used her position to,
obtain a pass for her father that gave him the right to move around the city even after
curfew…that was important for Žanis because in the German trophy vehicles that he
was bringing from Kurzeme to Riga he sometimes had hidden Latvian legionnaires. 305

Despite the difficult situation, Žanis and his family are portrayed as maintaining their
agency throughout the museum.
More importantly, however, is that minorities are given the same kind of
understanding. From the beginning of the exhibit at ŽLM the viewer is aware that the
Jewish population of Latvia were different from the ethnic Latvian population, but they
were still Latvian. There was no distancing language as seen in the LOM, such as the
implication that Jews were of a different nationality to ethnic Latvians as seen in the
main exhibit under the section, “Anti-Semitic Policies.”306 Perhaps even the opposite
is implied in the section that details the backgrounds of Žanis and Johanna Lipke where
mention of the commonality for many Latvians to speak minority languages and to be
friends with people from various ethnic groups was just a normal aspect of Latvian

305 “6. Aine Lipke,” MP3 Audio, track 6 on Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum English Audio Guide.
306

See appendix (image 16).
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society during the time period. The lack of separation shows a desire in the ŽLM to
portray all narratives as being important or essential to the make-up of Latvia, which is
not the case in the Occupation Museum.
This being said, that does not mean that the LOM has shown no signs of
implementing multidirectionality in its approach. They often go out of their way to
include the Jewish narrative or perspective in aspects of their material. For example,
providing a space for an individual Jewish voice within the temporary exhibit, “Portrait
of a Century,” or their discussion of the atrocities committed by the Arājs Commando
within the book Museum of the Occupation of Latvia. While problematic in their
approach at times, they are clearly trying. The question is, how much and to what
purpose? They have worked together with members of the Jewish community in various
projects and provide materials to help students think about different perspectives and
narratives apart from the Latvian. One could argue that places such as Terror House in
Budapest are also trying since they discuss the Holocaust, but they do so in ways that
fundamentally downplay the role of Hungarians. This kind of doubt towards the
intentions of the museum is just not present within the ŽLM.
The audio-guide also describes how, despite the hardship of war and occupation,
of Žanis’ son and daughter fighting against one another, he and his family carried on as
best they could. In particular, he and his wife Johanna used their and their children’s
positions within their respective military and government authorities to help save
people, particularly Latvian Jews but also men and women in danger in general.307
Anyone in need of help would not be turned away by the Lipke family. This really helps
to highlight the agency of the actors involved in the Lipke story.
Žanis is hardly portrayed as a man without flaws between smuggling and bribing
officials, and his employment with the Nazi authorities, in warehouses storing materials
for the Luftwaffe, is not glossed over or forgotten in the audio-guide.308 Some of the
more incredible stunts that he pulled to save others are not mentioned, such as when he
adorned a yellow star of David on his breast and re-entered the Ghetto after work detail,
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Rescue activities of the Lipke family also included bringing food and clothing to Russian prisoners
of war in one of the nearby concentration camps, hiding Soviet parachutists from the Germans, and
Latvian refugees fleeing from the Red Army. The museum quotes Johanna Lipke as saying, “…that she
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posing as a Jew to hide the fact that there were people missing.309 But he is also shown
to have suffered – being shot and beaten by Nazi authorities in front of his family while
they searched for his daughter for example.310 Later in life as well, under the later Soviet
occupation, particularly given his actions during the war; as he had rescued Jews, many
Soviet authorities who continued to hold anti-Semitic ideas were convinced that he was
hiding Jewish gold and attempted to make his life miserable.311 This balance shows that
the museum message is more about telling the Lipke family story rather than building
a character whose image could be used to further some kind of political message or
bias. This focus on a micro-history – a family within the region instead of a region itself
– helps the viewer to focus more on the complexity of how these histories are
intertwined.
The content of the museum audio-guide also does a fantastic job of helping to guide
the visitor through these complexities while still maintaining the agency of Žanis and
his family throughout – and even going so far as to highlight Jewish agency as well. In
a section dedicated to talking about people who had been rescued by Žanis and Johanna,
an example of one reason why Jews would refuse his help is given.312 Professor
Vladimir Mintz was a famous Jewish surgeon in Riga before the war, and in the Riga
Ghetto he was the primary doctor. When Žanis tried to convince him to take the risk
and leave the Ghetto – to be saved – the doctor declined his offer, saying, “Thank you,
my friend. I will never forget it, but how can I abandon my patients in the ghetto? They
need me here, they will perish without me. As far as I am concerned, I decided a long
time ago: I will share whatever happens to my people.”313 This inclusion not only helps
to bring faces and personalities to those that he saved, but to show that there were
various reasons besides fear why people may have stayed in ghettos when a chance to
escape presented itself.
The museum is also careful to mention and discuss how the people that the Lipke
family rescued actually helped them in their own time of need.314 Living under the
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Silberman, David, Like a Star in the Darnkess: Recollections about Jānis (Zhan) Lipke (Riga: The
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auspices of the Soviet Union was very difficult, and Žanis and his family had a hard
time making ends meet. Many of the Jewish people that they rescued who had settled
outside the Soviet Union (in Israel or the United States, usually) apparently tried to help
how they could by sending money and care packages that the Lipke’s could use or sell
on the black market. Even those who had not been able to escape the Soviet advance
tried to do their best to help; many rescued Jews helped to sell the things that Žanis had
obtained from abroad – an act which could have brought severe punishment if caught.
Agency and the portrayal of individuals is approached very differently in each
museum. The attention to exactly how individuals are portrayed is important to note in
terms of multidirectional application as a multidirectional approach is meant to bring a
more complex understanding of events. In the ŽLM, Žanis and his family were
portrayed not only as rescuers but also as human beings with flaws. In contrast, most
of the individuals or groups portrayed within the LOM were hardly ever mentioned in
a capacity that allowed for potential criticism, only victimhood. Even when allowance
for such criticism might have been appropriate, such as in texts dedicated to discussing
ethnic Latvians cheering the incoming German army in 1941, texts were phrased in
such a way as to try to evoke sympathy in the visitor. The ŽLM had no such
compunction when faced with more negative aspects to Žanis’ life or even his
personality: the negative and the positive were placed side by side, the former blatantly
not swept under the rug.
While a very simple thing, it demonstrates the willingness of ŽLM to explore all
aspects of the history surrounding its subject rather than choosing a select few that
illustrate themes or ideas that support their narrative. One of the biggest problems that
Eastern European museums face when discussing the World War II period and
afterwards is the unwillingness to accept criticism of the potential past actions of their
citizens; many Eastern Europeans refuse to acknowledge that they or their families
played any kind of role besides that of victim of either the Nazis, the Soviets, or both
during World War II and afterwards. Acknowledgement and exploration of local
participation in the Holocaust is a particular problem and has helped lead to the
Holocaust versus GULAG or “Double Genocide” debate. The Occupation Museum
does not necessarily fall into this category as they do discuss Latvian participation in
the Holocaust, but it most often accompanied by attempted means of justification.
“Perhaps Latvians did participate in the Holocaust, but…” is the prevailing argument.
That the ŽLM is willing to discuss the flaws of the Lipke family and the role of Latvians
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in the Holocaust without feeling the need to justify it shows their dedication to
presenting each narrative in a way that the viewer can gain a full and complete picture
and make their own decision.
As the visitor exits the main exhibit hall, passes the sukkah, and finally exits the
museum the symbolism of “darkness to light” is really noticeable. While the majority
of the museum building is wood-panelled walls with no windows, the final room
leading to the exit is large, open and warm, with warm, brown-coloured beams
replacing the tarred grey. On one side of the room is made up entirely of windows that
look out onto the Lipke’s apple garden and a patio leading to an open pathway to leave
the museum. It shows a completely different atmosphere from the entrance, which was
almost oppressive with its enclosed, darkened spaces.
In this exit space, before one actually exits the building, various texts are available
for purchase relating to World War II in Latvia and the Holocaust. Anne Frank’s diary,
for example, as well as a short book about Žanis’ actions during the war titled Like A
Star in the Darkness: Recollections about Jānis (Zhan) Lipke, and an eight-page
museum companion guide comprised mostly of photographs. Most of the materials
available are in Latvian and English and are purchased through a kind of “honour box”
set-up rather than a true register. A black piano stands at the far left-hand corner of the
room, beside two chairs displaying what appears to be two different kinds of uniforms
– one with a yellow Star of David and one with a Nazi eagle and swastika. Benches line
the walls, and a kettle available beside a small sink gives the impression that the space
is meant primarily for discussion and reflection.
Throughout the museum, the utilization of multidirectionality in telling the story
of Žanis Lipkes and his family as rescuers of the Holocaust is obvious and allencompassing. The museum creators and staff go out of their way to explain the
symbolism behind their artistic and historical choices of representation, and their
mission. While the focus of the museum is in remembrance of the Lipke family, the
people that he saved – particularly Jewish Latvians – are not relegated to a background
position. They are given a voice and agency, and their role in later helping the Lipke
family during the second Soviet occupation was not skipped in favour of portraying the
Lipke’s as martyrs to the Soviet government. Too, the museum attempts to bring
attention to more than just Žanis Lipkes and his beliefs; it attempts to bring the past to
the present and inspire visitors to act and believe as the Lipkes’ did, helping people in
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need regardless of cultural or ethnic differences. It functionally uses multidirectionality
to point out that, in the end, we are all human beings with rights that should be upheld.

Conclusion
Scholars in Eastern Europe have argued that the presentation of multiple narratives –
also called memory pluralism – would help resolve the memory conflict between
Eastern and Western Europe, also known as GULAG vs Holocaust. The problem is that
there are different ways to present multiple narratives. Some of these methods lead to
competition between, and the distortion, diminishment, or erasure of, narratives. This
is particularly problematic in cases of genocide, such as the Holocaust.
On the other hand, previous scholarship surrounding WWII and Post-war memory
Latvian lieux des mémoire has painted an inaccurate picture of the state of Holocaust
memory in Latvia by focusing on only a single case at the expense of others. The
Museum of the Occupation of Latvia makes an interesting subject of study because of
its troubling application of memory pluralism. The Holocaust is explored throughout
the museum in different ways, in some cases it – as well as the role of ethnic Latvians
as perpetrators – is diminished and even ignored. In others, we can see how the museum
has used Jewish Holocaust narratives to emphasise Latvian suffering as a whole,
incorporating Jews as minorities into the greater Latvian population to create a
homogenous national narrative.
The Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum, however, utilizes a multidirectional approach
to memory pluralism. While the story focuses on the lives of an ethnic Latvian family
and their experiences in World War II and the Post-war period, presentation of the
various narratives at play show a complex image of contemporary Latvia. Jewish
Holocaust narratives are neither pushed to the side so as not to compete with Latvian
victimhood, nor are they ignored or distorted. Members of the Lipke family are
bestowed with agency and flaws, as are the Jewish survivors rescued by Lipke. The
utilization of symbolic art and architecture within the museum structure overall has
helped them overcome potential problems that lack of space or funding may have
played in narrative exploration.
The contrast of the two approaches to memory pluralism show that more work must
be done to create a framework that ensures that Holocaust, or other narratives are not
diminished within lieux des mémoire and other spaces of cultural memory. Too, due to
the asymmetrical content of museums we must be careful in our approach to museum
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comparison. Differences in memory culture development in different localities are
important to take into account when choosing subjects to study, and a thorough
understanding of the state of memory in each locality on an individual level is an
important step in creating any framework or methodology of accurate narrative
presentation. With this thesis I hope to have not only contributed to a more thorough
understanding of Holocaust memory in Latvian lieux des mémoire, but also shed light
on different methods of narrative application in spaces of cultural memory.
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Appendix
Note: All images in the appendix are the intellectual property of the author of this thesis,
taken between the 10th and 14th of December 2018.

Image 1: Memorial at the
ruins of the Great Choral
Synagogue in Riga, burned
down on 4 July 1941. It is
from this incident where the
Latvian State took the date
for the recognition of the
Holocaust, rather than
adopting the international
day
of
Holocaust
recognition of 27 January.

Image 2: Memorial to the
Murdered Jews at Rumbula
Forest. Interestingly, the
original memorial was
installed during the Soviet
period,
not
during
independence. The current
image you see only contains
its modern counterpart.

Image 3: The façade of the
original building that houses
the Museum of the
Occupation of Latvia.
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Image 4: the position of the
original Museum of the
Occupation of Latvia building
in relation to the square.

Image 5: temporary location of
the Museum of the Occupation
of Latvia, previously used as the
embassy of the United States to
Latvia.

Image 6: Entry description of
the temporary exhibit “Portrait
of a Decade: 1940-1950” in the
Occupation Museum

Image 7 (right): Image of the first room in the
temporary exhibit, “Portrait of a Decade: 19401950” meant to model a contemporary cattle car.
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Image 8:
Information panel
in the first room
of the temporary
exhibit explaining
the similarities
between Jewish
and Latvian
deportations
under both Soviet
and Nazi
occupations.

Image 9: Information panel telling the story of Josef
Katz – a Jewish man who experienced deportation
under the Nazis.
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Image 10 – Information panel on the
story of Aina Pūlina, a Latvian
woman who fled with her mother to
Germany ahead of the Red Army
advancement into Latvia in 1944.

Image 11: art installation in the
temporary exhibit in the Museum
of Occupation. A black and
white film of still images of
WWII plays against white men’s
dress shirts that hang from the
ceiling.

Image 12 (left): Plaque at the
entrance to the permanent exhibit
of the Museum of the Occupation
of Latvia explaining who
financed and created the exhibit.
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Image 13: Development of
the Latvian State text in the
permanent exhibit at the
LOM. It is here that the
human rights abuses of the
Ulmanis dictatorship regime
are completely glossed over.

Image 14: Political Terror Against
the Population of Latvia. This is a
text block discussing the Soviet
occupation and Sovietization of
Latvia in 1940.
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Image 15: Nazi Political Terror
Against the People of Latvia.
Textbox discussing the Nazification
of Latvia beginning in 1941.

Image 16: Nazi Anti-semitic
Policies in Latvia. Text
about anti-Semitic policies
established in Latvia after
the Nazi occupation in 1941.
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Image 17: The Nazi-Organized
Holocaust in Latvia. Text about the
Holocaust in Latvia. Special note should
be made from use of the term “Naziorganized,” which is common in many
“double genocide” narratives.

Image 18: Latvian Soldiers in the Armed
Forces of Nazi Germany. Text panel from
the permanent exhibit at LOM.

Image 19: Occupation Powers Use Inhabitants
of Latvia in the War. Text box from the
permanent exhibit at LOM.
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Image 20: National Resistance. Text about Latvian
resistance groups fighting against Nazi occupation
for an independent Latvia.

Image 21: “Pro-Soviet” Resistance Groups.
Text box discussing Communist resistance
groups and their activity in Latvia.

Image 22: Kurelian Fighting Unit. Text
box discussing the Kurelian fighting unit
and their resistance to the Nazi occupation
in Latvia.
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Image 23: Using the Latvian Economy to Facilitate
Warfare. Text box on how the Nazis used Latvian
property to help the German war effort.

Image 24: National Communists. Text about Latvian
communists during the Soviet period.

Image 25: Entry to the Žanis Lipke Memorial
Museum in Riga.
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Image 26: Entry door into the
Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum
building.

Image 27: Firewood reflection in the entry of the
Žanis Lipke Memorial Museum

Image 28: Main exhibit hall of
Žanis Lipke museum.

Image 29: contents of a
station in the main exhibit
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Image 30: Contents of a station in
the main exhibit

Image 31: contents of a station in the
main exhibit hall

Images 32 & 33: the sukkah as seen from above, with a hole cut in the floor to show
bunks in the bunker (more visible in image 33) and a projection of an interview with
Johanna Lipke.
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